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Strictly For the People and by the People

STATIC OF NEW MEXICO OCTOBER 24. 1912
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MAKE SERVICEABLE FISH ROD

CHILDREN
RAISING

PONIES PAYS

WELL

Thoroughbred Shetland
Are Always
In Demand and Exceptionally
Fine Specimens Scarce.
(Br H. Q. WEATHERSTONE.)
We know of no better way for a
boy to start in business than by raising Shetland ponies. A very well-bremare can be bought for $125 to $200,
the latter figure being for a pure-bred- .
Starting with a mare in foal, a boy
should, in the course of five years,
find himself In possession of enough
animals to start him on the highway
road to succeaa.
It is always beat to buy thoroughbreds for breeding, but If crosses are
used with a thoroughbred stallion one
can in time breed up to a very high
standard.
Shetlands are very easily
kept. They require but little grain
and will do very well ou rocky hillsides where there is fair pasturage.
They need shelter in bad weather,
of course, but an open shed, wind-tigon three sides, leaving the south
open, will be all that Is necessary.
A good wire fence is required to
keep them in bounds, as Shetlands are
extremely curious and somewhat restless, and will manage to get over,
under or through the average farm
fence.
If handled from birth, they are very
easily broken and at three years old
will be ready to ride or drive. Thoroughbred Shetlands find ready sale at
prices ranging from $125 to $200 and
bring
exceptionally fine specimens
even higher ;rlcec.
d

WEIGHING

By Using Four Plecee of Hickory and
Following Directlone Good Pole
May be Made.

Here la the way to make a good
serviceable flah pole, says the American Boy. Get four pieces of hlckwry
or any hard wood and trim them
nicely to even length, Bay two feet.
Kih-Iof the sections is now given a
uniform taper, with Jack knife and
sandpaper. The diagram, fig. 6, shows
the proper scale to follow In shaving
off the wood.
In its eight feet of
length the pole tapers from one inch
In diameter to
Inch. The
figures in the diagram represent the
amount you would cut off provided tho
pole measured feet Instead of Inches.
The Joints are fastened together In
quite a new way. Cut them to a
sharp point. Now dip them in thin
glue, press firmly together and wrap
outside of both with heavy cord. Any
good grade of fish line will do, silk
preferred. Figs. 2 and 3 explain this
outside wrapping. The guides for the

GAME IS POPULAR

-

MsWXveM.

aBBaam.

DOG

QUITE

WISE

line to run through are shown in Pigs.
4 and 5.
Fig. 6 is the end of the
pole. It 1b a wire loop lashed tightly
to the pole. Fig. 4 is a piece of wire
put in at each Joint and held there
by the same wrapping that holds the
joints together. The outside of the
pole should be smoothed with fine
aandpaper and then rubbed with oil.
Though the cost of the pole is next
to nothing, you will find It tough and
reliable.
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nvtr had any furtner trouble."
Gat Doan'a at Any Drug Store,

DOAN'S

SOc a Box

kp?l1Iy

CO., Buffalo, New York

FCSTER-MILBUR-

Tho average girl can love almost
any one except a stepfather.
The satisfying quality in LEWIS Sins'
Binder is found in no other 6c cigar. Adv.

"Jaggs is a man of loose conduct."

IS BOTTOMLESS

'

vsmttttKBKBKKBSS

HMIp!

SKBBsBsfl

ffiimr-

PERSIA

for whenever

see him.

J

Urn. vTlnslow'u Soothing Syrup tor CbiUlrea
lerlhinir. ao'lena the puma, reduce Inl1a,nim-tlon- ,
atlayu pain, cures wind colic, 26c a bottl.

Mr,
I

com-munt-

All along the shores of the Japanese Islands the traveler encounters
most picturesque scenery, one of the most attractive regions being the
A natural
Bay of Matsushima, In the southernmost Island of Kyushu.
archway at Zalmoku Island In that bay is shown In our illustration.

"Hardly,

he's tight."

Interesting natural wonders to be
found In Arizona Is Montezuma well.
This 'strange lake Is located abont the
center of the state In a somewhat
isolated community. All about it are
great quantities of malapal rocks, for
this Is a most decidedly volcanic
The well Itself is some 200
yards across, and as far as It has ever
been posslbie to determine It Is bottomless. The water In the well Is absolutely clear and pure. It maintains
a certain level all the time, which Is
unaffected by the dryness or wetness
of the season. The walls that rise
precipitously above these clear waters and reflect themselves in them
were at one time the homes of a populous commuulty. For this Is the very
center of what was once the
stronghold in Arizona.

Parts of Fish Pole.
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TROPICS

THE

One of the most curious and most

"My good

Literal.
woman, do you

with avidity?"
"No'm; with soap."

scrub

The Language.
"I'm going to whip that child."
"No, you're not! It's my child.
Now, beat It!"
A great majority of rummer ills nr
due to Malaria in suppressed form. Lassitude and headache are but two symptom. OXIDINE eradicates the Malaria
germ and tones up the entire system. Adv.

s'

FIRST PICTURE

HUMAN PUMP OF THE DESERT

j

TURTLES

PERFORMING

In Nuremberg, Germany, they have
been making arrangements to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the
picture post card with a congress and
exposition. Unfortunately for their
plans, however, it has been discovered that the first picture post card was
not made in Germany or Bent from
Nuremberg, nor was It born In 1882,
as they had supposed. The distinction
of making and mailing the first Is now
claimed by Leon Besnardeau, a bookseller of
near Con-Hdepartment of Sarthe, France. In
1870, during the war with Prussia, he
printed pictures on postal cards he
was sending to clients.
M. Besnardeau is still alive, and there are many
of his old customers In France who
have the cards he posted them. The
Germans adopted the idea for the
S0K0TRA Nuremberg exposition in 1882.

In the desert of Kalahari, in Africa,
Though
Is seen the human pump.
there Is no water found on the surface
in this arid region, there are places
where veins are struck several feet
underground. A bamboo tube is run
down to the water supply and when
any one comes for water the well tender, who Is usually a woman, puts her
mouth over the bamboo and by a vigorous intake of breath sucks up a
quantity of water. This the then
squirts from her mouth tnto
the shell of an ostrich egg. These
shells when furnished with corks of
pith make very good water bottles and
they will stand considerable rough
handling.

Nothing More to Live For.
Without question, the Scots curler
of whom Lord Lyveden tells In Fry's
Magazine, placed the proper value on
his sport.
During a recent curling-matcIn
Switzerland, the skip of one of th
teams, who happened to be a Scotsman, was so delighted with the accurate shot of one of his team, that he
was heard to address him in the following manner:
"Lie down and dee,
mon; lie down and dee. Ye'U never
lay a finer stane nor that if ye live to
be a hundred."
h

dex-trousl-y

TAMRIDA

MOSQUE,

e,

PUNISHING

A

THIEF.

CHANGING THE CAT'S FUR
The turtle Is one of the slowest o(
remarkab'e transformation of a creatures
in its movements and postemperature has been rebrain. Yet a
sesses
little
A
cat
was
accidentally
black
ported.
has succeeded in
naturalist
American
shut In the refrigerating chamber of a
creatures to
of
these
training
three
mail steamer in Sydney harbor, AuHe
stralia, and was not discovered until do a number of little tricks.
one above the other, on
about 32 days later, when the ship places tbem,
spools, as depicted in the photograph
A

cat'B fur by

CURVE

well-know- n

was off Aden. The cat was scarcely
recognizable,
the fur having become
lifov,.
" '"
long and thick, changing to white on
the back. Brought out in the Intense
Not many tourists land at Sokotra heat of the Red sea, the heavy white
The little device shown In the Illus- island, In the Arabian sea, but those coat rapidly fell out and the normal
tration is designed to help the bud- who do are well repaid by the many coat was restored.
ding baseball pitcher to curve the beautiful and interesting bits of scenball. It consists- of a vacuum cup ery. Tamrlda is the capital and the
formed of rubber, designed to collapse ancient mosque of that city is here GREAT SPRING IN ARKANSAS
shown. Sokotra is under British protection, but has a sultan of its own
Arkansas has the largest spring In
who receives an annual subsidy for the world, Mammoth spring, entering
preventing the looting of vessels that into Spring river, a
stream
may be wrecked on his coasts.
at Its very source.

Collapsible Vacuum Cup, Formed of
Rubber, Is Designed to Aid the
Budding Pitcher.

:

I

given above. If a piece of cabbago
or other green stuff Is held out in
front of them they will make a complete circuit, all moving in unison,
keeping their balance and not tumbling off. The bigger turtle will also
ring a bell. This it grasps in one
of its forefeet, Jerks it off the ground,
and then gives it a shake. It Is quite
"This is how Jack and I decided
amusing to watch the slow, deliberate to marry. One evening Jack stole a
manner in which this Is done. The kiss "
turtles live In their owner's house,
"And you had him sentenced to
spending their time in the kitchen hard labor for life because of Buch a
hunting down the vermin.
theft."
HOLDS

Result of a Queen's Anger
Baseball Curver.
to a greater or less extent under the
pressure of the finger, according to
the amount of curve desired. It is
slipped over the forefinger of the
pitching hand.
RIDDLE8.

Why is the 12:50 train the hardest
to catch? It is ten to one if you catch
it.
Who may be said to have had the
largest family in America? George
Washington, for he was the Father of
His Country.
When will water stop running downhill? When it gets to the bottom.
Why 1b it important fur a physician
to keep his temper? Because If he did
not he would lose his patients.
What goes all the way from Boston
to Milwaukee without moving. The
railroad tracks.
A duck before two ducks, a duck beNaturally.
hind two ducks, and a duck between
Tommy had been given two new two ducks; how many ducks were
pennies one for candy and the other there in all? Three.
for Sunday school.
By and by he came in from play
Couldn't Keep Secret.
and Ha Id:
"You hava been a very naughty
"Mamma, I lost one of my pen- boy today, Harold," said his mother,
nies."
"and I shall tell your father wheu he
"Which one, dear?" she asked.
oomes home."
"Oh, of course!" exclaimed Harold
"The Sunday school one," he
"You never could keep a secret"

Conclusive.
"What am I to do about this man's
attack on me? I can't answer him."
"Then why don't you call him a
liar?"

POST CARDS
ONLY

Canine Gave Evidence of Much De
light When Visiting Lady Sang
Ballad, "Robin Adair."
During one of the last birthday eel
ebrations of the poet Whlttier he was
visited by a celebrated singer. The
lady was asked to sing, and, Beating
nerself at the piano she began the
beautiful ballad of "Robin Adair."
She had hardly begun before Mr.
Whlttler's pet dog came into the
room and, seating himself by her side,
watched her as though fascinated,
listening with delight unusual in an
animal. When she had finished he
came and put his paw very gently
into her hand and licked her cheek.
"Robin takes that as a tribute to
himself." Bald Mr Whittler. "He also
la 'Robin Adair.'"
The dog, hearing bis own name,
evidently considered that he was the
hero of the song. From that moment, during the lady's visit he was
her devoted attendant. He kept by
her side while she was indoors, and
when she went away he carried her
bag in his mouth to the gate and
watched her departure with every evidence of distress.

IN
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dietr. If thla
tlmrhr wurntnirlfiltf'

Impossible.

WELL THAT

full-size- d

WHITTIER'S

JPnln In thelmoV

Thunderstorms never occur In the
Arctic regions. Nearer the equator
the more severe the electric manifestations. In certain parts of Central
Africa the average run of thunderstorms is -- .0 days a year, yet there
are some very curious exceptions. In
Sumatra and Java, both very hot climates, there are only 92 storms yearly, and In Romeo only about 50. The
gold coast of Africa has only about
60 a year, which 1b less than occur
In Florida, though the latter country
is outside the tropics.
In Java there is a thunderstorm every day for five months. Perhaps the
most astonishing fact In regard to
thunderstorms Is that tho Island of
Mauritius, which Is only 550 miles
east of Madagascar, has on an average only one thunderstorm In 80
years.
Yet In Madagascar the lightning Is
more destructive than anywhere else
In the world, the annual number of
deaths being more than 300.

"9

The birth of a girl in Persia is re- ceived with pity, even by her mother,
"Why should I not weep over my lit- tie girl, who will have to endure the
same miseries as I have known?" she
cries. "She is of bo little value! Who
knows whether her father will not one
day throw her out of the window and
so silence forever her wailing? And
why should he bo annoyed? He knows
he may do such a thing with impunity.
No one cares any more than If it was
a cat which had to suffer for his
wrath."
From the hour of birth the social
Inequality between the sexes asserts
itself. Infant mortality is very high,
owing to the Ignorance and Inexperi
ence of the women. Since celibacy
1b considered a disgrace, girls are often married as young as ten or twelve.
In order to reduce the rate of infant
mortality some men have suggested
that the mother should have a finger
cut off every time she lost a child.
This cruelty, however, has not been
adopted. But that it should have entered into the minds of any Persian
men is significant enough. Je Sals
Tout.

sions in the respective pans. The
object of each player 1b to place the
heaviest of the balls in the depressions farthest from the center of the
balance. After the balls are in place,
the beam Is released and a hand on
top of the balance registers the winner and the number of points hie
aide outweighs or outbalances that
Thus the player
of his competitor.
who can estimate most accurately the
comparative weights of the balls by
simply weighing them in his hands
wins the game.

Natural Archway In Japan

y

game in which the degree of skill in estimating the weight
of a number of balls by holding them
in the hand one at a time constitutes
the ability of each player, Is meeting
with much favor In France. The accessories are the balance device,
shown in the illustration, and two

sets of balls, all alike In size, varying but slightly in weight.
In starting the game, the beam of
the balance is locked in place in the
same manner as the ordinary weighing balance, and each player takes
a set of balls aud proceeds to place
them, one at a time, in the depres-

LIGHTING

piiniiiiiii'iiiiiiL
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From Hour of Birth Social Inequality
Between Sexes Asserts Itself
Celibacy a Disgrace.

Playing New French Game.

OF DISTRESS

fiiff.

one-eight- h

New Pastime In France Meeting With
Much Favor Much Skill Required of Player.
A unique

BACKACHE A SIGNAL

IN

AIR

The Tagllche Rundschau of Berlin
says it learns that a German engineer
has made a remarkable invention,
an aeroplane to remain stationary in the air at a given point for
an Indefinite period. The form of
aeroplane for which this amazing accomplishment Is claimed 1s Bald to
differ radically from any heavier than
air machine hitherto constructed.
The military authorities are said to
be enthusiastic over the new- - invention, as tt opens up Incalculable posand the
in observation
sibilities
dropping of explosives.
g

ROSE

PsHBorH

PLANE STILL

GROWS IN

An almost

A

CHICKEN

fully blown small

Mar-

tha Washington rose was discovered

encased in a double sac of protective
tissue in a Plymouth rock hen killed
by Mrs. Florence Matthes of Cheroa
wa. Ore. Despite that several weeks
must have elapsed since the swallowing of the bud to enable it to have
become coated, the flower had not undergone decay.
GIANT'S
On

of Lonnon, both to look
tory, is St. Jor n's church, South

of the curiosities

at from outside and

square, Westminster.
for Its traditional
According to on tradition there are several variant the extraordinary
shape of the building, whence it
Its name, the "Footstool church,"
was due to a queen's "good Queen Anne" having lost her tamper on day.
The architect worried Quean Anns a out details of the design. Hsr majesty, at length losing patience, kicked her footstool over, ana replied In
anger: "Build It Ilk that." The
fulfilled the royal wishes, and
th church was built as It stands today, with th corners protruding upward Ilk th four lags of a capslssd footstool
s

SNEEZE BREAKS

RIB

Joseph E. Flyun, assistant master
at the Union railroad station in Washington, who stands feet 2 inches In
C

his stocking feet, weighs more than
200, and was formerly a football player, snee.ed the other day with all the
force that a man of his slse and vigor
usually puts into such a performance
of his ribs.
and broke

HARD TO SEE.
Even When the Faots About Coffee
are Plain.

It is curious how people will refuse
to believe what one can clearly Bee.
Tell the average man or woman that
the slow but cumulative poisonous
effect of caffeine the alkaloid In tea
and coffee tends to weaken the heart,
upset the nervous system and cause
Indigestion, and they may laugh at
you if they don't know the facts.
Prove it by science or by practical
demonstration in the recovery of coffee drinkers from the above conditions, and a large per cent of the human family will shrug their shoulders,
take some drugs and keep on drinking coffee or tea.
"
"Coffee never agreed with me nor
with several members of our household" writes a lady. "It enervates,
depresses and creates a feeling of
languor and heaviness. It was only
by leaving off coffee and using Postum
that we discovered the cause and way
out of these ills.
"The only reason. Tarn sure, why
Postum is not used altogether to the
exclusion of ordinary coffee Is, many
persons do not know and do not seem
willing to learu the facts and how to
prepare
this nutritious beverage.
There's only one way according to
directions boll It fully 15 minutes.
Then it Is delicious." Name given by

Ever rati the nhove letirrf A mew
a appears
from time to ttm. TUcr
re grauiar, traa, mm full of human
tatorxat. Adv.

SMILE

FREE ADVICE

Thia

the

"Who left the switch open?"

TO SICKWOMEN

v

Rudely Interrupted.
la the parting of

People who are crippled in the head
get leas sympathy than any other
--

A DEAL

IN SAND.

Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense

ONE OF THE REQUISITES.

A dapper little man entered the office of a building supplies concern and
aaked for the manager.
"I am he," said the head of the
who happened to be preaent.
"How are you selling your sand?"
"In five car lota we "
The little man held up hla hand.
"I wouldn't require that iruch," he
exclaimed.
"In slngie ears, It
But again the customer raised his
hand.
"I wish only enough "
"If you only wish a wagon load, of
oourse, that's different."
The little man shifted from one toot
to the other, then explained:
"I am making a aandplle for my
baby to play in, and I only want about
a peck. I'll take It with me In this
con-ear-

basket"

HA8 ITS DRAWBACKS.
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Precaution.
Chlmmie Hey. Maggie, hold dls
bag o' peanuts fer me fer a minute
here comes a poor relation o' mine!
Life

hi
mmm

To prevent Mnlarin is far better than
to cure it. Tn malarial countrien take a
dose of OXITMNE rejrolarlv one each week
and aare youraeK from Chill and Fever
and other malarial trouble. AHv.

Point for Sherlock Holmes.
Somebody wondered how long a certain woman who had Just left the
room had lieen married.
"About 15 years," said the Jeweler.
"How do you know?" asked the Jeweler's wife. "You never saw her until
tonight."
"I can tell by the size of her wedding ring," he replied. "The width of
weckllng rings changes about every
five years. The kind she wears was
in style 15 years ago."

C

(confidential) Lynn,
Mai 3.

Every woman ought to bare
Lydia E. Pinkham'
Text Book. It in not a book for
general distribution, as It la too
expensive. It Is free and only
obtainable by mall. "Write for
It today.

Making Matters Worse.

m

ller or

Take the Old Standard UHOVH
CUILI, TONIC. Too know whu'.
The rormula In ptnlnir prlmM o
showing ii it limply (jumlneand ir
fiir, and ike Dnt effectual fi
people and children, latent. Adr.

m

Medicine

ilia

rffll

One occasionally meets a man who
gives a direct answer in reply to a
simple question. But most Of them
want to make a speech.

Women Buffering from any form of female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the woman's private correspondence department of the Lydia EL
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read and
answered by a woman and held in strict
confidence.
A woman can freely talk of
her private illness to a woman; thus has
been established a confidential correspondence which has extended over
many years and which baa never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession,
as the hundreds of thousands of them in
He Would you propose to a man their flies will attest
Out of the vast volume of experience
during leap year.
She No; I wouldn't get on my which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knees to any man.
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in leturn except your good
Well, He Became So.
"Children," asked the visitor who will, and their advice haa helped thou
Surely any
was addressing the school, "how many sands.
of you can tell me what it was that woman, rich or poor,
Napoleon's soldiers used to call him?" should be glad to
take advantage of
Nobody answered.
thia generous offer
"
"Think a moment. 'Little'
of assistance. AdStill nobody spoke up.
dress Lydia E. Pink-ha-

Not Superstitious, But
"Tee, we are going to start on our
European trip the first week In September, instead of the second."
"What's the reason?"
"Well, my husband's birthday comes
on the 13th. He found by looking at
a calendar that It would fall on Friday,
and he'd rather not be on the ocean
that day. He says he's not superstitious, but he'll be
If he
Is going to tempt fate by plunging Into
"'Llfle Ct.p '"
"A little corpulent!"
a triple expansion hoodoo like that!
Don't some men make you tired?"
children.
d

Aa a summer
that quite eomp
enly build up

ul Got This Fine Pipe With Liggett
P Af.
r..?
All kinds of men smoke Duke's Mixture in all kinds
of pipes and every other way and they all trll the same
story. They like the genuine, natural tobacco taate cf

ee-

Cboice bright leaf aged to mellow mildness, carefully stemmed
e
tobacco
and then granulated every grain pure,
that's what you get In Ike Liggett & Myert Duke's Mixture sacly
You get one and a half miner of this pure, mild, delightful
tobacco, unsurpassed in quality, for 5c.
high-grad-

Now About the Free Pipe
Appointed Day of Judgement.
horse-deale- r
in an EngllBh town
Inevcry Backoff Liggett & 'Myers Duke's Mixture we now pack
a coupon. You can exchange these coupons for a pipe or for many
had lent a horse to a solicitor, who
other valuable and useful articles. These presents cost not one
killed the animal through bad usage.
penny. There is something for every member of the family
on payment, and
insisted
The
dealer
Explained.
skates, catcher's gloves, tennis rackets, cameras, toilet articles,
he
said
cash,
refusing
lawyer,
the
"I hear Miss Strongmind has chuck
suit cases, canes, umbrellas, and dozens of other things. Just send
amount,
but
give
the
a
for
would
bill
us your name and address on a neiitsl
ed poor Thompson," said Dabney.
lawThe
long
It
must be at a
date.
and as a special offer daring Sep"Sad, but true," said Wilkins.
EVIDENTLY
OUT OF PLACE
yer drew a promissory note, making
tember and October only we will
"Why, 1 thought Thompy was t
tend yoa oar new Ulattrated cataIt payable on the day of Judgment.
brick!" said Dabney.
Some
Indignant
Had
Frenchman
logue of pretentt FREE of any
An action was raised, and the lawyer
"He Is," said Wilkins. "That's why
to
Fault
Find With Postmaster,
charge. Open up a sack of IAggitt
to look at the bill.
arked
the
sheriff
she threw him, I guess." Judge.
and Said 8o,
$ Myert Duke's Mixture today.
Having done so, the sheriff replied:
Coupons from Ihtke's Mixture may be
I
day
decree
Judgment,
is
"This
the
of
Points of View.
aswrtrd with tars from HORSE SHOE,
A Frenchman with a name spelled ycu
pay
to
tomorrow."
J.
T..
tinsleVs natural leaf,
First Cabman Paper says there's, a la Paris and pronounced something
GRANGER TWIST, and Oiupons from
'olo districts of London where 70U like
FOUR
ROSES 10c tin double coupon
had never learned to
PICK PLUG CUT. PIEDMONT CIGARaw Chickens.
couldn't find a 'ansom if you wanted read or write, but he managed to disRETTES,
CUX CIGARETTES, and
Rose Pastor Phelps Stokes, In an
one.
other ta3 or coupons issued by us.
guise the fact pretty well ur.'dl he
k
a
on
York
New
behalf
of
address
Second Cabman Bloomin' lot mors moved to a new community v.here the
Address Premium Dept.
II
dgrfr
charity, told a quaint story.
difficult to find the bloke aa wants one, name was not common Going to the
"A little slum girl," she said, "stood
Punch.
postoffice one morning he Inquired:
for the first time In her life In a barn"Got any mail for Joe
barnyard a genuine,
auyou
your
enjoy
So
not
did
She
Too Much of a Strain.
"What's the name?" Inquired the yard with Its ricks, its lazy cows, Its
tomobile trip abroad?
"It Is tragic to be an exile from clerk.
plows and harrows, and what-noHe No; they made such a fuss one's native land."
Joe
"The slum child drunk It all In deover there whenever we killed
"No doubt that Is true In most
"How do you spell it?"
lightedly, then gasped half to herself:
cases, but I find It hard to shed any
"Can't you spell Joe
"
look at the chickens
tears over kings who are exiles In
"No," said the clerk, "I never heard aM 'An' Jest
ru.inln'
around
raw!" Washington
Fading Away.
Paris."
It before."
Star.
Patience All of our fondest tradiThen the disgust of the Frenchtions and beliefs are being awept
AT THE POLITICAL MEETING.
man, which had been constantly risaway.
Thoroughly
ing, boiled over and he snorted:
"Halloa!" Jelllson cried, as he enPatrice What's wrong now?
"Well, if you can't spell, why dont
whale-bon-e
"Why, this paper says that
you sell your old postoffice to some- countered his acquaintance, Barwood,
is not bone, strictly speaking, but
in the street. "Thought you were get
one that can?"
ting married today. Postponed?"
bristles found in the mouth of the
"Altogether," said Barwood, firmly.
whale by which the animals are en-AND
a . I a1 tr antfon a m oil flaU trr tnrA "
PIMPLES CAME IN BLOTCHES
"Not even engaged now, then?" pur
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
flqya wev W. L. Ooualma 92.PO, $2.KO 03.OO School I
sued Jelllson.
'
Shoe-m- ,
if I
booauao one pair will pom II Irmly outwmmr two V
"No. The lady I was to have
Morrison, Tenn. ''For One year I
Does Seem Cold.
mm mo aa the mon'a ahooa.
pa
ordinary
ahoaa,
of
Ira
was too modern too
suffered from a very severe attack of
"Gosh, this New York society Is
W.L.Douglas makes and sell more $3.00,$3.50 & $4.00 shoe.
acne or pimples, accompanied by for me."
cold blooded," declared the man who
than any other manufacturer in the world.
excuse
The
astonisheczema.
by
first
showed
Uself
It
the
west.
In
had broken
from the
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY FOR OVER 30 YEARS.
"
ed
on
"How
Jelllson.
earth
red,
formation of small
rather hard
"How now?"
workmanship which has made W. L. Douglas shoes famous the wot Id
The
I
Monday,
saying
"Wrote her last
pimples which were not only disfigur"An overnight visitor at my house
Over is maintained in every pair.
ing, but were painful. They also ap- was coming to see her on Wednesday.
fell over a chair and barked his shin.
Ask your dealer to show you W. L. Douglas latest fashion for fall and winter
peared on my neck and chest. Their You see, although we'd been engaged
J hear now he has consulted a lawyer
wear, notice the thort vamps which make the foot look smaller, points in a
shoe particularly desired by young men. Alio the conservative) styles which
itching was often so Intense as to for some time, I never formally proaa to the liability of a host for accihave made W. L. Douglas shoe a household word everywhere.
cause insomnia, and they very often posed, and she seemed to want It. So
dent to a guest."
If you could visit W. L. Douglas large factories at Brockton, Man., and see
caused pain and burning. I tried sev- I went on Wednesday Just to satisfy
for yourself how carefully W. L. Douglas shoe are made, you would then uneral so called 'sure cure' remedies, her whim, as I thought. Got there
Retort Courteous.
derstand why they are warranted to fit better, look better, hold their ihape-anhut they did little or no good. Sev- and found she had sold the rights of
Club Member (who has overheard
wear longer than any other make for the price.
fast Color Eyelets.
photographing
me
ago
moment
of
at
outI
the
no good of himself) I'm a
heard of Cutlcura
eral months
CAUTION. To protect yoa ar.inat Inferior shoe., W. L. Douglas stamps his nam, on the botDouglas
L.
stamp.
Beware
W.
shoo, are sold in 78 own
of substitutes.
Soap and Ointment and wrote for a proposing to a cinematograph com
tom. Look for the
sider who ought to be kicked, am I?
No matter where you live, they are within your reach.
. stores and shoe dealer, everywhere.
pany.
ample.
Political Orator (who has spoken
So that's what you think of me. Is
dealer cannot supply you, write direct to factory for catalog showing now to order
tyour
Shoeaeant everywhere, delivery char... prepaid. W.LDou!as, Brockton, Ms.
"That settled It!" Tit Blta.
for an hour and a half) And now,
"I found them so soothing that I at
It?
Culprit My dear fellow, that's only fellow citizens, what shall 1 say more? once purchased a twenty-fiv- e
cent
Tired Man (at back of hall)
what I say. I think a lot more of
cake of Cutlcura Soap, and a fifty
,you. Punch.
cent box of Cutlcura Ointment. After
using them for about a month, all of Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water betterthan any other dye. You can
On His Guard.
the Itching and the pimples had en- dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colors. MONROE DBUC COMPANY, Qelecy, IIL
Syndicated.
(Signed) John
Two richly upholstered dames sat tirely disappeared."
Ha called her darling years ago.
A Paradoxical Ballot.
Wasted Energy.
Ere care had marked her brow;
on the hotel veranda and watched the Finger, Dec. 80, 1911.
But others (hare her love, and si
"I should think the women voting
Nlmrod (Just back from fishing)
dancing
turkey
waves
the
Soap
trot.
Ointment
wild
sold
Cutlcura
and
He calls her mother now.
hrunii4'ft4iorfl. Ilone
Atlnn'bl
"That young man yonder is reputed throughout the world. Sample of each I got this string In leas than an hour. In the new suffrage states would Ulrer,.Scrof
ulnu. I' Ire rs. Varicose l:leera,l
82-Nlmrod's Wise Wife There's a flth strike one obstacle."
very rich," said one.
to
Book. Address
free,
with
Skin
be
i;iier.,MruurlKll'lcers,WliUeH(.ll
Joy.
Oh,
BjMtii&fl
tnr,Mllb LegtITevfirH4re.,iidMir.
"What Is that?"
"Cutlcura, DepL U Boston." store nearer than that, John.
"He la hopeless, however," declared post-car- d
H.i Iras. J. V. Al.l.b.N. IMP. A J. UK uul, MIL a.
"Hurray, hurray!"
"How can the matrons of a party
Adv.
girl
will
"No
catch
other.
him."
the
"Why bo happy, girl?"
If your sppetite is not what it should be cast their maiden vote?"
"Why do you say that?"
FOR AI.I
"This summer resort Is deadly dull,
perhapa Malaria is developing. It affect,
Thoughtful Wife.
your
"I told him yesterday
SORE EYES
that
my
whole system. OX DINT, will clear
trip."
I
repaid
the
amply
am
for
but
willing
be
Many
woman
to
a
would
togo
game
to
the
ball
daughter
enough
"Think
I'll
sweet
to eat
looked
away the germs, rid you of Malaria and
"Aa to how?"
husband for a
trade a million-dolla- r
responded hastily that he was day."
generally improve your condition. Adv.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
"My poodle has gained an ounce and he
alimony.
vegetarian."
"All right. la there a telephone at
a
strict
and a half."
the grounds?"
The Style of It.
"There's one near there. Why?"
"How do they serve meals from
Evasive.
Defined.
"If the home team loses I want you that lunch wagon?"
"Pop,
why
they
don't
pussies
send
"Pa, what la a pessimist?"
to telephone me, so that I can take
"I supose they serve them a la
on the ships?"
"A pessimist, my son, Is a man who after the rats
the children and go over to mother's cart."
"My
son,
requires
a
that
operfirmly believes that a telephone
until you get your temper back."
ator takes delight In saying, 'The answer."
Not Successful.
line's busy,' when, aa a matter of
Groping.
Mrs. Kntcker Why don't you go
A Good One.
trouble
her
be
for
less
would
It
fact,
"What Is Miss Hammerah trying to to the market yourself?
"Do you enjoy riding In your new
to make the connection."
play on the piano?"
Mrs. Bocker No, Indeed; that's Just
automobile, Mrs. Comeup?"
" "In the Shadow."
the way Jack told me he lost hla
got such
"Oh, Immensely.
We've
EVERY CHILD SHOULD HAVE THE
Very Likely.
"I thought she seemed to be hav- money.
a fine chefanyear."
Hla Honor (gazing at Intoxicated
ing some difficulty In finding the right
Faultless
Starch Twin Dolls
prisoner What la he charged with,
keys."
Almost Entirely.
Vacation.
After
Wait,
MUsLluy
aad MsMtellMsB..
officer?
"Dick" Quay, at the Congress hotel
tell ua we're "brown aa a berry"
01 don't Folks
Officer (newly appointed)
When we nnally get back to town.
Regular practicing physicians recommend in Chicago, was talking about a noTon Will Xm ni wow nrca touum nom t
inrw
i
know, yer honor, but Ol think It's Will some one please rise and Inform ua
and prescribe OX1DINE for Malaria,
torious politician.
mnk tail, will b tent to mni ddfMsvpoct&a.d. on r
Just what kind of berries are brown?
it is a proven remedy by year of exshtralght whisky. Judge.
;U
HtAlrSb
ptoksslM,
W'llttlf IxfrOUUof
Ut FultlNs
"And he's worth eleven millions, "
perience. Keep a bottle in the medicine
otweW fronts ot cf at raaltleM Utroh ptekifM
nd Fcentm In UmrM to cover
and pevrkln.
heft and sdminiater at first sign of Chills Mr. Quay ended.
of thr U)
Or ftlthsr doll 1U b su nt on n.
Empty Lives.
Shingle In School.
and Fever. Adv.
man,
la an entirely
frnnU or 16 rout f niu ..!. 4 i'vitla in atttiupa. Cut
"And
'
suL
sooeDtssii
sUaUM
people
seem
manufacturing
to
be able to
uf on. Ml
in
oak this.
It will ha
"Some
"I see they are now
too, I believe," said a correspondent.
d will
Otat fronts or two 6 oat frottU. Only on
swonpud
asbestos shingles which will not get through the world with very little
h , oliofcUon,
ev
be
with
"Entirely so," Mr. Quay answered,
One advertiser offers to send a doltrouble."
burn," aald the teacher.
FAULTLESS 5TAICH CO.,
City. Ms.
lar package free. It la the concen- "except for nine thick coats of white"I know It. There are lots of peo
"Well, I don't know about their not
ages that ae wash that have been applied to him
the
of
wisdom
trated
reflectively.
anything
boy,
never
mora
have
burning," said the
pie who
by various investigating committees."
la tree.
"I guess It will depend bow they are important than love and marriage an 4 package worth a dollar
need."
births and deaths to think of."
80-pa-

The man who lias a corn on 's to
In apt to wear a look of woe.
But he'll appear more trouhled yet.
If you hy chance step on his "pet."
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W.L.DOUCLAS
SHOES

'3.00 '3.50 '4.00 '4.50

'5X0

"Up-to-date-

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
ignttaaragri m

I

40-19- 12.

For Headache Nervousness
and Backache due to disorders
of Kidneys and Bladder
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self-mad- e

Repartee.
Mrs. Benbam Do you remember
that I gave you no decided answer the
iflrst time you proposed?
Ben ham I remember that you aus
Ipeuded sentence.-Judge- .

Reckless

Extravagance.

are too en
pensive," said Mrs. Lapsllng. "A
neighbor of mine went to one of them
onoe, garbled aa Queen Elizabeth, an.
the dress cost her $50."
'These masquerades

1

ItMUMaf

ugly.

sTrtzHy.

ry hair.

U
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CREOLE" HAIR OREMINO.
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PRICE, 01.00, ratal!.

part of the week tor MonroevilU
Cal., in response to a teletrrai
stating that his sister. Mrs. Key
mour, of that place was critical

MORE NEW GOODS

ly ill.

We are reordering every week continually
new goods. We order every week on
what we are shy on. Wait until next
week and we will show you some great
values in shoes and boots, new fancy silks,
new coats, etc. Do like others. Come to
this store.

Misa Leila Kendall and Mrs.
Clois spent the day near Haag
The Ramey baby which has Sunday, the guests of Miss NanSid Garrett is in Portales this
been on the sick list for several nie Kendall. The ladies report
week.
weeks is reported much improv- a fine time and an excellent dinW. H. Shumate is seriously
ed.
ill this week.
Mr. and Bert Littleton who
Wm. Shaw returned this week
Miss Mildred Morgan went to
been the guests of Mr. and.
have
from a trip to the breaks, he reAmarillo, Monday.
Mrs.
J. H. Ritterand Mrs. J. E.
ports good hunting in that
Co to Irwins if you want chili
Curren and family
returned
tf.
Thursday for their home in
that calls for more.
Miss Mildred Morgan has acMiss Ida Lee Lively was in the cepted a position in
Amarillo
city shopping Saturday.
Mrs. A. E. Curran and son
with a dry goods firm in that
Frank returned Tuesday from
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lovan city.
Tucumcari where she has Is n
a 5 pound boy Monday.
Mrs. Leona Morgan went to
visiting her parents. W. F. BuchMrs. A. L. Await is visiting Albuquerque this week to attend
anan and wife for some time
relaitves in Texas this week.
Grand Chapter of the Eastern

past.
John T. Grimes made a busi- Star.
J. S. Oavender of Fulton, Ky.
E. Brooks who has been away
ness trip to Oklahoma thuweek.
brother
of our townsman W. B.
Walter Greenfield of Black for sometime in search of health Cavender is visiting" in the city
tower was in the city Monday. in Oklahoma returned home this week. He reports lively politiweek.
cal times in his section of the
Stoves and Stove Supplies
Mrs. J. B. Ford left Tuesday country.
Barry Hardware Company.
for Ft. Smith Ark,, where she
F. B. Herod left this week for will join her husband at their fuR. D, Smith and family of
Alva. Oklahomo to visit his par- ture home.
Onalaska, Texas are the guests
ent?.
of his brother and family, A. E.
Mrs. C. W. Singleton
left Smith. Mr.
Smith has accented
poaccepted
a
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eral members into their already
flourishing
organization.
and
of
Jonothan
wife
in
city
were
nearClovis
the
this
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mudge
week on business.
are enjoying a visit from his
brother Albert Mudge of CleElectric Supplies
Pluming, Barry Hardware burne, Texas, this week.
The Barry Hardware store
Company.
Henry Chinn left the early will install a big electrical sign
part of the week for Abilene to in front of their place of business on north main street.
visit his parents.
Dr. and Mrs. Duncan return
- in Clovis
Bill Beasley is
Saturday from Emporia, Kan- ed
spending
in
after
sometime
sas where Mrs. Duncan has heen
Sweetwater, Texas.
visiting for the past month.
Mrs. Claud Billingsley is enMr. and Mrs. Mike Shivers
joying a pleasant visit from her
daughter this week.
of Elida who have been visiting
Mrs. Chas Irwin returned their son at Portales spent SunTuesday from a trip to Dallas, day with Dr. Bayless and family.- Texas during the fair.
Willie Shields of Oklahoma
City who has been visiting his
T. P. Await and wife of Texas, are the guests of his brother, sister Mrs. W. A. Davis left
Sunday for his home in OklahoA. L. Await this week.
City.
ma
Mrs. I. Snyder of Kansas City
is visiting her husband who is
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kruger
employed at the shops.
of Raton arrived several days
Mrs. Dug Hammond returned ago, the guests of their daughMonday from Melrose where she ter Mrs. W. H. Taylor, to spend
winter.
has been visiting relatives.
Mrs. Stonehill is spending a
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Walker
of the Horseshoe Ranch are in few days in Portales this week,
during her absence Miss Harriett
the city this week shopping.
Reido-ri- a
John Magee formerly of (his Bi uner is managing the
hotel.
place is again in the city shaking
hands with his many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D Oldham
Tuesday for a visit to Dallas,
left
The Basket tail girls of the
city schools accompanied the Texas during the fair, they will
teachers to Melrose Saturday. also visit relatives at other points
in Texas.
Mrs. Neal returned from TenRev. W. R. Evans, is expectnessee this week. She was accompanied by her grandmother. ed in a few days to nil the vaRev," Baker at the
The Clovis basket, ball team cancy of
he having
Methodist
which went to Melrose last week
to
gone
Arkansas.
was defeated by a close score.
Mrs. G. W. Singleton receivMrs. A. J. Rawlings. Quanah,
ed
a message Tuesday of the illTexas is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. A. L. Gurley this week. ness of Mr. Singleton of rheumatism, and at once left for his
Phone your Hardware bedside, at Dodge City. Kan.

and
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wapts to phone 72 to Barry
The Ladies Aid of the Metho
Hardware Company.
dist church gave a "pounding"
John Taylor the leading booster of Fort Sumner who is developing the Pecos Valley with .several irrigation projects was a
Clovis visitor Sunday and Monday enroute to Ro swell

for the new minister and wife
Wednesday evening at the Methodist church. A large
of
ladies and friends were out to
welcome the new pastor and
family to our city
cr-w-

d

In a game of football played
Friday afternoon on the Clovis
gridiron, the Clovis high school
eleven defeated Hereford, Tex-Jahigh school by a score of 7 to
0.
The game was fast and interesting, and drew consklerable crowd of spectators.
s,

-

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Petty
returned to their home in Slaton,
Texas, after several days visit
with their parents and sisters at

this place Mr. fetty was tor- merly connected with the Houston-Hart
Lumber Co., at this
place.

Cyclone Jones, the
o
Grady farmer was in the city
with a big wagon load of the
finest cabbage, tomatoes, and
sweet potatoes that ever grew.
One cabbage weighed 21 pounds
which was the ' largest ever
brought to Clovis.
well-to-d-

Rev. Moore, the new Minister
for the Presbyterian church will
arrive in a shoit time to take

charge

of the church at this
place. Dr. Moore comes highly
recommended and no doubt will
find a warm welcome awaiting
him here.
Miss Fanney
to

I

low

U

Happened

the unfortunate accident of

breaking her collar bone Tues- day while playing bui et ball on
the school grounds, The last
reports are that ktisj lowell is
getting along as nice as could
be expected.
I

After several months of exciting interest as to whom would
be the winner of the Piano contest which has been going on for
some months came to a climax
Thursday when the contest closed. Miss Dot Pendergrass being
the luck winner, who was num
bered 53, received 4t ,823, 29(5
votes. Miss Verlie 1 aggerty
was close second, her number
being 60, and who rece
158,620 votes.

Pooms For Rent.
Two furnished rooms to let for

Swell Colors.
l
One
Piece GOLDEN
BROWN, soft finish on one side,
We also have
50 inches wide.
SA-el-

Our SUITS and PRICE
$12.50 $15.00 $18. $20.00 $22.50
and $25.00.

1

Horn

We received this week moR
NEW WOOL GOODS. Fancy"
Mixtures, Heavy and in

Ladies of good judgment are
coming our way. Why, because
we have the goods. The fit and
Those WOOLTEX
the style.
we have reCOATS
SUITS and
order on.

Mrs. Alex Shipley is enjoying
E. T. Massey made a flying
Dr. A. L. Dillon expects to
("acre.
this
a
pleasant
to
rip
Oklahoma
visit from her father
leave Sunday to attend the
. M.
Bird this week, who has
week.
Grand Jodge of the Eastern Stars
been visiting his daughter in
Miss Nettie Shumate returned in Albuquerque.
Texas,
and is on his way to his
this week from a visit to Dallas,
Mrs. Sam Nixon of Portales home in Santa Ana, Cal.
Texas.
passed through Clovis from AlRev. MilLon Reese, the new
Mrs. Baylor Triplett and Mrs. buquerque after spending a few
pastor
for the Baptist church
shopin
of
days
Doke
Texico are town
at the fair.
preached
to a large congregation
ping this week.
Felix Boone returned ThursSunday. Rev. Reese delivered
W. W. Love went out to his day from Alva, Olkahoma where
an interesting sermon and has
claim near Melrose the early he has been visiting his people
won for himself a leputation of
part of the week.
for the last ten days.
being an energetic worker and a
Harry Armstrong is spending
The Maccabee lodge met Fri- successful church builder.
his vacation in Dallas this week day afternoon and initiated sev-

attending the fair.

Wocl Goods
and Silks.

Broadcloth

SHADES.
Gray. Biown, Td.i, White, light
and dark Blue, pretty bright Red
and Black, line finish.

We have reordered on both
COATS and SUITS,- its necessary is why.
-

OUR COAT PRICES ARE
$10. $12.50 $15. $18.
and $20.00.

New Silks

$5. $8.50

Copv.,-1.-

T).

H BLA

will arrive
SATURDAY.

elegant line of popular
PRICE, figured and stripe Silks
fresh' otf of the market.
An

Chincilla, Broadcloth and
with
the New Mixed were-good- s
heavy Collars.

C

IN TWO

Wait For Our Fancy Work Line In Pk'gs.
Our fancy work line such as gowns, corset covers,
table scarfs, linch cloths, pillows, and everything else,
and its the New York line and American Beauty line.
H BUSTER
iW
BROWN
SHOE
jiJiU FOR E10Y5

Men's High Grade Suits

Hart Schalfner & Marx new cuts and
fine colors and never beaten for good
H. S.
wear, $20. $22.50 and $25.00.
& M. Blue Serge at $22.50 other Serges
at $15. and $18. Spero Michael Milts at
.Misses' and Boys'
The Curlee Spe$10. $12.50 and $15.
Boots and Shoes cial suits at $18. The Curlee Overcoats
Boys'
shoes, button special $18. Other Over.coats $5. to $20.
lace, colors tan
ah
and black, all sizes.

$1.25 to $3.50

Boys and men remember the Curlee all

Scout

wool pants, newstyles,$2.50, $3.50, $5.

Boys
Misses high

top-boot-

shoes,
s

and shoes, tan, black OUR SWEATERS
for Misses and Childrens are attracting atten-tioand white.
all the Colors and Styles we have them. Be sure and see our
$1.25 to 13.50
New Furs and dont buy sjaewhere.
n

New shipment of silk thread, all colors, we have 'em.

Trunks, Suit Cases and Go Away Bags. Our new
stock is in. We have cheap and high priced stuff.
New Hats.
receive this week
more Velour Hats, Blacks
and Brown at $3.50 & $5.
Other fancy Hats. $2. $2.50
and & Derby's, at $3. &
Hats all
$3.50. Stetson
styles.
We will

Shoes, Shoes.

TliliHiri

McElwain

Fancv

I

Ml

UNION MADE.
Round House Overalls UnJumpers has shirt
style collar. High back or oth$1.
er styles. Plenty sires
ion made,

mk

$2 50 and $3.

snoes at

Dress Shoes,

they areStandar
in Style and Ouality.

$3. to $5.
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mnnoi perceive

any Lawrence. I have confessed, snd thns
cleared my conscience of deceit. Some THOUGHT HE KNEW THE SIGNS
Yet I have not refused to answer any dsy you may
else-- learn the cause of
question surely. It Is hardly safe for my action,
Darkey Could See Nothing
but In the meantime It
as to remain here so long, and
His Passenger Except a Man
If must bear your disapproval. However,
tnere be something you wish to ask" we need discuss the matter no
Instituting Lodges.
"You could scarcely expect me .to longer "
be entirely without curiosity. I have
Bob Hull, the champion story tatV
She sprang to the door, and glanced
;i f
vw
x v '.Jaw
been captured on the highway, brought out Into
of Savannah, had occasion lately
r
here a prisoner, and held under guard more as the hall, stepping back once to take a business trip Into interior
Peter appeared.
His eyes Georgia Ho took
all night I supposed myself In Brit ewept
his golf clubs with
the room In silent observation.
ish hands, only to discover that you
him. Intending to stop on his way for
"Captain Grant and the two officers
have again Intervened to save me. with him
a match on the famous links at
have concluded their meal,
Surely there must be a key to all this
Augusta.
Mistress Claire," he announced calm-- '
mystery. If, ns I suspect, it was your ly,
Ho dropped off the train at his
"and one of them has gone for s
business destination a small town oa
brother. Eric, who led the attack on file of
soldiers
to
begin
ol
the
search
me, having mistaken me for another,
a branch road and carrying his lug
the house.""
gage
thei
urpose? And what
"Very well, Peter: go back and as and climbed Into an ancient hack
bade the driver, who was an old
negro man, take him to too local
She wrinkled her brows In perplex- 8ist them. I will see to the safe con
of
cealmnt
Major
Lawrence."
ity, her hands nervously clasping the
hotel.
He bowed graciously, and dlsa
back of a chair.
The negro eyed the queer looking
peartd.
yellow leather bag that his passenger
"It Is like being
by a
"You have not given me your par
lawyer. Perhaps if the secret was all
peculiar-lookinoarrted
with the
Misrafiorts kHeNRY ThlEDE
nfy own
might freely confide it to don," I implored as our eyes again sticks In 1L His curiosity got the
you. 1 do not promise I would, but I met.
host of him finally.
"There is nothing to pardon to my
might. As It Is, I do not yet know
"Bobs," he began, ' "please, ruh,
you quite well enough. I believe you knowledge. I respect you because ol
'scuse me but mout I ax you a quesd0PTRI3HT.M'CLURG5CO..19ll
to be Major Lawrence, that you are your sense of propriety, but we cannot tion
"Go ahead and ask," said Mr. Hull
all you represent yourself, but I am talk longer now. You must enter th
pledged to silence, and the lives of passage at once."
"Wbut kind of a lodge Is you
"
"You will give me your hand first?"
Saturday Evening Post.
others depend upon my keeping faith.
"Gladly," and I felt Its firm pres-sueYou cannot urge me to do what I deem
her face brightened by a smile.
Potteries Prospering.
between you two to make me suspect our grandfather's old papers. I was wrong?"
SYNOPSIS.
The output of the pottery Industries
"No; I shall always believe In you." 'Now let us remember rather th
your identity."
about sixteen then, and shall never
danger,
the
necessity
of concealment,
"I thank you for that," and her
of the United States had a value of
"You supposed me to be the lieuten- forget our first exploration. We found
Major Lawrence,
on
Lawand not delay too long. Walt a ini
34.518.560 In 1911, according to the
rence of Virginia, whose ofwifeJudge
nothing down there then but a rough hand wns extended frankly; "I would ment, major; Is
Lee, ant?"
a
wu
It true you absolutely United States geological survey chart
ent on a perilous mission by Gen.
1"
"Why should I not? The voice was bunk, an old lanthorn, and the leath- reveal one of the mysteries of last
washing-ton- ,
after the winter at Valtrust me?"
of clay products production, by states,
ley Forge. Just
DUirulstd In a British uni- the same; at least sufficiently similar ern scabbard of a sword. But since night If I was not fearful It might cost
"It certainly Is."
oomplled by Jefferson Mlddletown.
me your respect"
form Lawrence arrives within the enemy's to deceive me, and he never addressed then Eric has been compelled
lines. The Major attends a great fete.
to hide
"I am going to put that to the test The pottery collection for 1911 was
"Mow could that be possible?"
the "Lady of the Blended you in a way to arouse my suspicions. there twice to escape capture, and we
end saves
You
have papers you desire to glvs greater than for 1910, when the outfrom mob. He later meets the girl Is your brother named Eric?"
"Because
It
might
appear
to you that
have made the room below more comat a brilliant ball. Trouble Is started
"Yes; I told you, did I not, that we fortable. You will be obliged to grope I had been unwomanly. My own con- at once Into the hands of General put was valued at $33,784,678, the Inoyer a waits, and Lawrence Is urged by
Washington.
You may be detained
crease being $733,882. Of the total
Ms partner. Mistress Mortimer (The Lady are twins?
The physical resemblance your way down the stairs, but at the science Is clear, for my purpose exon- here
(if the Blended nose), to make his escape
some time, but I have with me production, Ohio was first, with an
erates
me,
you
but
this
might
very
us
between
to
fall
is
strong;
no
doubt bottom will discover flint and steel,
Lawrence Is detected as a spy by Captain
understand unless I made fuller ex- an Indian who could take them across output valued at $14,775,2C5; Now
i i" ormsn Army, wno agrees our voices sound alike also, or would and a lantern with
ample supply of planation
duel. The duel Is stopped by Grant's
!
than is now possible. I have the Delaware tonight. It Is not the Jersey second, with $8,401,941; West
a
to
comparative
stranger.
you
Will
spy
candles.
and
the
Peter
a
you
makes
dash for
will bring
friends
food. If a duty which
first time he has made that Journey. Virginia third, with $2,880,202; New
liberty, swimming a river following a nar- not be seated, Major? We shall not you need
cannot be betrayed.''
remain there for long!"
row escape. The Major arrives at the
York fourth, with $2,178,364; PennI gazed Into her eyes, her hand sMll Will you confide them to me?"
long
have
to
converse,
and there is
"Peter! Then he Is in the sceret?" In mine,
Rhop of a blacksmith, who Is friendly, and
Our eyes were looking directly into sylvania fifth, with $2,166,817, and
the Lady of the Blended Rose. much to be said before those downconscious that her cheeks
"Peter
In
is
all
secrets," she con- were flushing. It was Impossible for each other. I may have hepltated an Indiana sixth, with $1,004,737. The
aptaln Grant and rangers search
h
shop in vain for the spy. Law- stairs complete their rather frugal fessed. "From him nothing is hid, at
Instant, confused by the unexpected output of no other state had a value
rence Joins the minute men. Grant and meal Peter has promised to delay least
so far as may concern the Morti- me to conceive of her performing an request, yet there was something In In excess of a million
fils train are captured by the minute men. serving as much as possible,
unwomanly
dollars.
action.
as
but,
mer family. You have yet
Lawrence Is made prisoner by an Indian
"I prefer to ask nothing," I said the expression of the girl's face which
end two white men, who lock him In a our larder Is not extensive, at best it deep subtlety of Peter, to learn the
Major Law- frankly, "although I should never mis- swept doubt swiftly aside. Without a
strong cell. Peter advlaas Lawrence not will
Important to Mother
not be long. You overheard Cap- rence. He sees all things,
to attempt to escape as "some one"
Examine carefully every bottle at
retains all construe anything you might care to word I took them from an Inner pock
would send for him. Grant's appearance
tain Grant's threat?"
CASTORIA,
things,
a safe and sure remedy for
and reveals nothing."
et, and gave them to her. The red
ndds mystery to the combination of cirsay."
"To search the house for your broth"A discovery already made."
uuanis ana children, and sea that It
cumstances.
Hps smiled, the blue eyes brightening.
you
"I
think
suspect
already,
I
er yes."
and
"No, barely glimpsed; no short acBears tho
Tonepah shall leave within the
should far rather tell you the truth
"He will carry it out," quietly, her quaintance such as yours has
CHAPTER XIV.
Signature
of
been
hour,"
she
promised,
thrusting
myself than have you learn It In some
the
eyes, no longer smiling, on my face. could ever serve to
reveal the charIn Us For Over 80 Years.
"There has never been friendship be- acter of Peter. Since babyhood he has other way. The lieutenant of Light small packet Into the bosom of her
Again the Lady.
Dragoons who attacked you last night dress. "Now step within, major, and 1 Children Cry for Fletcher's Castor i
I must think rapidly, and act as tween those two, and of late my own been my monitor and guide,
and still was not my brother."
will close the door."
quickly. Tet, If what Grant had said relations with Captain Grant have be- he remains to me a silent
mystery."
I did as she requested, hearing the
A Dsad One.
"Was
not
you
Eric?
yet
And
was true, that he had already posted come very unpleasant, I think he is
knew
old
"An
servant?"
doctro says that I will Or
click of the lock behind me, and be
Th
him?"
guards on each side the house, then almost glad of an opportunity to thus
"Yes, born to
"Very well. Indeed," her eyes falling, ing as instantly plunged Into dark. about a year."
escape hy daylight was practically Im- exercise some authority over me. He serving before the position, his father
"That will be a great change for
ness. I waited a moment, my foot upon
possible. From all I could see there is the kind of a man who must either In my mind buthim. There Is no doubt because it was myself.
what he knew of this
the first narrow stair, listening. No you."
was no concealment close at hand, rule or ruin. Convinced that Eric is secret passage before
and I were
"What will?"
sound reached me from without, and,
CHAPTER XV.
and while the fellows were without concealed here, he will search the born. Not that he hasEric
ever confessed
"Uring."
with her animated face still before me
arms, yet their numbers were sufficient bouse as much to s': o me as for any as much, yet I am
our disIn memory, I began to slowly feel my
Entombed.
to make any attempt at running their other reason. 1 should only laugh at covery of it broughteonvinced
no surprise to
COLO BLOODED AND
way down the circular staircase. There
I had not suspected It; however oblines extra hazardous. And I had much him, but for your presence."
DEATH DKALflfO
Peter. What do you suppose his age
may appear now to those who was nothing dangerous about the pasRer. JttnM Beed.UalneeTille, Tel., wrote
vious
it
Ofltlsi
at risk, for if taken it would be as a
"Then your brother is not here?"
to be?"
mmwm ntea
four uneatnani a Colli Tonle In ml
this tale, the possibility that she sage, but with only the bare stone wall ISfi.l'f.V!,lcnJ'S.on,,,,on?
read
spy, and not a mere prisoner of war.
"Certainly not; Eric Is in no danger
" toeterjrone aSeetaa
My mind reverted to that expresKeTer.
it cured when Tarloeff
to touch with the hand I was obliged
had been masquerading In an
- ivawm laneo. . rice
There was no place for concealment In
but, Major Lawrence, you are."
duo. Bold and snar
sionless face without a wrinkle In it uniform, Indulging in warlike officer's
grope
to
along
blindly.
The huge
deeds,
the library, but there might be upThe earnestness with which she to that totally bald head,
my
anand
chimney
evidently
had
had never once occurred to me. She
been erected
stairs, in the attic, or on the roof spoke made my heart leap. Whatever swer was the merest guess.
was so thoroughly feminine that her merely for concealment, and I man
The chance was worth the trial, and the grrl's political sentiments might
Melancholy Pact.
"Oh, possibly fifty."
acknowledgment came as a distinct veled at the Ingenuity of Its construcIs weak. That Is why he InMan
there could be no better time for such be, she was plainly desirous of serving
you
you
"I
told
were far from know- shock. I had, it is true, seen suff- tion. I failed to count the steps, b'U vests In a
up experiment than while the three off- me, of once again exposing herself in
cantaloup when h knows
ing Peter," she laughed. "He is seventy-t- icient of life to be of charitable
mind, I went around and around so many the chances are ten to on against
icers were at breakfast.
Whatever my defence. Yet her words, the frank wo,
and, would you believe it, until and yet there was that
within me times, pressed against the smooth him. Toledo Blade.
servants remained about the house expression of her eyes, gave no sug- this war came, was never ten
miles which instantly revolted. She read all wall, that I knew I must be well below
would be busily employed also, and gestion of sentiment she was but a from this spot."
this in my face, but fronted me with- the basement of the house before I
As a summer tonic, there Is no medicine
.probably I should have the entire up- friend, an ally, performing a woman's
"And since?" recalling the events of out the quiver of an eyelash, firmly finally stood at the bottom. I groped that
with nvmtxrv
.......... . itIV I.O a
per portion to myself. Deciding to part in the war game.
, auite
, . eomnarea
'
the night before.
oniy duiiqs up me svstem. but taken res
forward In the Intense darkness, feelwithdrawing her hand.
make the venture I had my hand on
"But I fail to understand "
prevents Malaria. Repular or Taste- "He has made it his duty to attend
"It is eas. to perceive your disap- - ing with outstretched hands. The first ulsrly,
the knob of the door, when it was
was iormuta at UruggisU. Adv.
"You mean me? Oh, well, you are
object
was
encountered
a
rough
table,
opened quietly from without, and I not the first; and no doubt it is best
the surface of which I explored, diswas startled by the sudden appearance so. The less you understand, the DotIt Depends.
covering thereon a candlestick with
"Do yon think a wife should go
of Peter. Whatever excitement may ted we shall get along. Major; the
flint and steel beside it. With relief through her husband's
have prevailed among the other mem- only question being, will you obey iny
pockets?"
I struck a spark, and a yellow flame
If there's anything In 'em."
bers of this peculiar household this orders?"
my
revealed
surroundings.
model servitor remained with dignity
"Had I Inclination otherwise I fear
What I saw was a low room some
i
ITCH Rtl- -i
an ui
unruffled. He surveyed me calmly, I should find it impossible."
Woolfdrd'a Sanitary Lotion for all
flfteen
feet square, the walls and roof contagious
rubbing his bald head with one hand.
hardly
know whether that remark
"I
Itch, at Druggists. Adv.
apparently of stone securely mortared,
"You will pardon the delay, sir," he be complimentary or not. You might
the only exit the narrow circular
said calmly. "But circumstances have mean that no other course was left
When a man does get even with
stairs. The floor was of earth. Op- another he Is never satisfied until he
arisen changing the original plans. you."
posite me was a bunk slightly elevatgets a little more so.
Will you kindly accompany met"
"Which I suspect Is true, although If
ed, containing a blanket or two, and a
"But where, Peter? I don't wish to It proved so 1 should willingly trust
fairly comfortable chair built from a
Many a born leader throws up th
be seen by these new arrivals."
myself to your guidance, because of
barrel. An old coat and hat hung sponge and becomes a follower.
"Have no fear, sir," condescending
my faith in you."
from a nail at the head of the bunk.
ly, and with an authoritative wave of
"That is much better," her eyes
On a shelf near by was an earthen
the hand. "The officers are at table, laughing, yet as swiftly sobering again.
crock, and two candles, and beneath
and will know nothing of our move "But it is foolish of us to waste time
this, on the floor, was a sawed-of- f
gun
ments.
in such silly speeches. There is too
and two pistols, with a small supply
I followed meekly enough, and he much waiting attention.
Fortunately
of powder and balls, the former
led the way up the broad stairs to the this house 1b not without its secrets,
wrapped in an oiled cloth. It was in
second story, turning to the left in the for when built by ray grandfather this
truth a gloomy, desolate hole, alupper hall, and coming to a pause be- was the frontier."
though dry enough. For want of somefore a partially opened door. A glimpse
"But does not Grant know?" I asked
thing better to do I went over and
within made me deem it a music room, soberly. "I understood he played here
picked up the pistols; the lock of one
If you have trouble with
although ,1 could see merely along one as n boy, and there Is not much a lad
was broken, but the other seemed
wall.
fails to learn."
your Stomach, Liver or Bowels,
serviceable, and, after snapping the
"You will enter, sir, while I return
He Is not without knowledge,
flint, I loaded the weapon, and slipped
to the guests below."
run-dofeel
and In need of
surely, but here is something he never
It Into iry pocket. Somehow its
With one glance Into this perfectly discovered. I would never have trusta
yielded
we
tonic,
Ion
me
new
a
urge
a trial of
measure
of
expressionless countenance, half sus- ed him with the secret, and yet, as
courage, aitnough t had no reason to
picious of some new trick, I stepped short a time as I have known you, I
suppose I would be called upon to use
across the threshold. Tin curtains huve no hesitancy. Isn't that a frank
the ancient relic.
were drawn, and the room Meemed confession, sir?"
There was little to examine, but I
dark after the
of the hall. I
"One I mean you shall never retramped about nervously, tapping the
STOMACH BITTERS
advanced a step or two, almost con- gret."
walls, and convincing myself of their
vinced the apartment was unoccupied,
"I nin sure of that; yet I shall not
solidity, and, finally, tired by this usewhen a voice addressed me.
betray everything even to you. Pleas
Your faith in this medicine
less exercise, seated myself in the
"Under more favorable conditions, fao about with eyes to the front winchair. It was like being buried In a
Major Lav renoe, it would give me dow. Yes, so; now do not look around
will not be misplaced.
I)
tomb, not a sound reaching
my
pleasure to welcome you to the hosp- until J tell you."
will surely help you.
ears,
strained
but
at
Be
last
the
spirit
italities of Elmhurst."
of
I heard her cross the
room,
he
depression vanished, and my mind beI swung about as on a pivot and saw skirts rustling slightly, and
convinced today. All Drugthen the
gan to grapple with the problems conher standing with one hand upon the faint clicking of some delicately adfronting me.
high back of a chair, her blue eyes justed mechanism. As this sound
gists and Dealers.
Heaven alone knows how long I resmiling merrily. I felt the hot rush of ceased, her voice again spoke.
mained there motionless, my mind
olood to my cheeks, the quick throb of
"Now. Major, the way Is opened for
elsewhere, drifting idly backward to
pulse, with which I recognized her. I a safe retreat. Behold what has been
the old home, reviewing the years of
was so surprised that, for the Instant, accomplished by the genii of the
war that had transformed me from
the words I sought to utter choked in lamp."
my throat.
"Vou Did Not Know This Was boy to man as though by eome magic
aue was standing at one side of "You Have Not 8upected? She Asked.
(TO BB3 CONTINUED.)
"You have not suspected?" she what had been the fireplace, but now
My Home?"
VIM dy sDeDtlc the llsliS1ln.nl
asked. "You did not know this wua the entire lower portion of the great
kk ora aa
excess of work of mind or body, drink
me; he has become my shadow. From proval," she said more coldly, "but I
Clever Parisian Thieves.
my home?"
i hlmney had been swung aside,
reveal- the humdrum experience of a respecthave no further explanation to make.
A clever theft was operated recent"Nothing was farther from my ing an opening amply large enough
MALARIAL REGIONS,
for able house servant he has become the I um sorry to hove you think 111 of ly In Paris. Three men stood talking
thoughts," I exclaimed hastily. "All I the
ance of a man. I took one very spirit of reckless adventure he me. but I felt
wtfl find Tntt's Pills the moat cental rai
you
perhaps
that
In
might
of
a
front
shop
Jeweler's
window,
knew of your home was that it was Htl'U
tlvs aver offered th suffering Invalid.
yard to where I could perceive has journeyed to New York,
to Tren- realise my action was justified."
grouped together In such a manner as
situated somewhere In the Jerseys. But
nnlng of a narrow winding ton, to Philadelphia,
Is
"It
not
I
that,"
hastened to ex- to hide the lower part of the wiudow
wait, perhaps I begin to understand
ilng down into Intense black-be"Night riding with ..Hessian for- plain, ashamed of myself. "I have not us much as possible.
Behind them FREE -- TO ALL SUFFERERS
the lieutenant who brought me here;
I glanced aside Into her agers," I
If rn feel out of aoru" "ran down" or "sol law
In a lost faith In you. But I was brought was a fourth, who pushed a long piece
"disguised
in,
broke
blue., 'aimer from lidner.biadder.nerTouedraeaaea
his voice has been echoing In my ears
up In a strict school; my mother was of steel wire through a ventilator,
Itauger's uniform."
wu.x'.xv .m.iu',K.. uioera.aain erupnone,pllee.M-all night In familiarity. He is some
It la th bum liwinwUre
rile fur my I
in., concealment was perfect," I
"Well, yes," she dimpled quietly, almost puritanical In her rules of con- hooked a diamond pin worth $200 and medical
book .... written
It tli mil ..,.. .au
near relative of yours this Eric?"
exclaimed In admiration. "Where does "even that."
end
rams
ine
New
rkableeareaefleotdbrUe
I
duct,
and
have never entirely out- drew It out.
The group then dis flanaaeeItemed? 'TliKK.ll'ION" No. 1. No No.
"Oh, you have overheard? You the staircase lead?"
I watted for something more, some grown her conception of feminine limj ou o uMjiuo iui you real u 11 m
neor for
A
passing
ersed.
the
at
t,u. ,11111.111. mini him a oant.
know the name through bearing Cap
"To a very comfortable room under- explanation of what all this concealed. itations. I am sure you
circular. Dr.l
have only done moment saw the whole operation, but
His No "roiiow-utain Grant speak?"
-ground. It had not been used for a
"You truBt me with so much," I ven- what is right and womanly. Do not astonishment completely petrified him
"Yes; I could not very well help do- generation until this war began. Eric
my first surprise to eud our and by the time be awakeued and In
permit
when
tured,
she
silent,
continued
"It
or 11 wl aend lauaat aaetlonal amae at ma.
ing so. Peter had stationed me in the and I learned of Its existence by
Bo wins
of 1. iaii.ii. Snleie., and TntaliT
would seem as If you might tell me friendship."
formed a policeman the thieves baa janttf
anawar queatlone aboot eutin a tele,
library, but there was nothing said dent, white rummaging over someacci
of even more.'
in.
"That is for you to determine, Major disappeared.
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Has j list received a car or that m:
m

Famous White Lilly
Flour

iper

I

may be p

(BL

Independent
Mi

another pa
IV
Terrell,
Clovis, N. M. as second class
had
et.
matter under the act of March oudtah. No.'
3 1879

Nothii

We were a littl
TEAMS OK SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00

One Year

Six Months

50

Buy a home.
Clovis always leads, and other
towns follow.
Now is the time to invest in
Clovis property.

Scatter the

news broadcast
the boom. A new
transcontinental railroad. A big
general hospital and a bumper
crop for 1912. Now watch us
grow.
Clovis wins

Clovis is forging to the front
at a pace hardly expected at this

The coming of the new
road has put renewed vigor and
energy into all lines of business,
and Clovis people are generally
preparing for the better times so
close at hand.
time.

The lull in business that is usually in evidence just before a
presidental election, has not been
experienced in Clovis. The fact
of the matter is that people are
so busy that they haven't time
to talk politics and don't care
whether it is Teddy, Taft or
Wilson.

Just prepare for the big lively
times that are sure to follow the
coming of the new

road from

3E

m

r, jtiiii)

wi

landle.

m

few days ago to fii
V
the road beside th
corner of one of our
business farmer's home, and the L;
more so to niici mat it naa mm
there several months unmolested, but beginning to look much
the worse for the exposure. The
money was in the shape of :i
corn planter that will have to be
Use the F
replaced by a new one before
many years unless cared for bet- should buy himself a town
a town
get that paid for, and then v
ter than that.
the nu
to make the necessary impr
For a good every day housea
hold angel, give us a woman who ment. A little here and
oral standing,
Encloscd find $5.00, for
proc
time
due
laughs. Home is not a battle- there will ir
number and tive New Mexicans," toge
how I
field, nor life one long unending
tutions. exeri- - may secure a place in Volui
should I
row. A trick of always seeing
not desire to include Vol. I
the bright side, or, if the thing
se tAfi ung a oau. inese
;ty doi-- .
being true, it should be
has no bright side, of shining up
will in th
a
the dark one, is a very import- lars
ixne intent ot the citizens ot a
place to encourage such, new
ant faculty and oneof the things a very
no woman should be born with- home, nd the money it costs enterprises as tend in any way
Adc
out. VVe are not all born with you to move and shift about, to make the place better; for a
the sunshine in our hearts, as without a loss of furniture and .town is greatly what its citi
it, nothing more
the Irish prettily phrase it; but time, pay the in test
on a live zens make
we can cultivate a cheerful sense
notning
and
less.
t against
hundred dollar judgr
Do vou think Clovis would
hf humor if we only try.
you can
your property, unt
have
been such a little
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
The time to buy is when things gradually reduce it to nothing.
city
as it is today if it had
why
way
buy
all
that
can
You
sell
is
to
time
the
and
cheap
are
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
not been for the class of
when they are high. There do you not risk it? If you fail
vim, push, and enerwith
When You Want a Transfer Call us
olt it you
never will be a time when Clovis you are no
gy behind it. Not at all. It
?ful man is
Postoffice lox 544
Clovis, New Mexico
property will be any lower than succeed, as
took more than just natural
do,
comto
is
sure
mm
mm
present,
the
time
wmmmkmmmammk
but
at
mmbbbmmbmhmmi
conditions to build up the town.
hed a oasis
ing, and that very oon when it home and
took effort. This is not the
It
which will
equal to an
will soar.
time to relax in that effort. CloEvery laboring poor man start you in
vis has the brightest future of
any city in the state today,
but it will not do to remain
3C
30
3E
3C
Land Office Practice a Snecialtv
dormant. Wake up! v Some ofi
you business men. Rub your
Sumnei
JX1CO
eyes, scrape the moss that may
have accumulated on your backs
since your last efforts and help
us to let the world know we
have the byst town, the best
climate, the best water and the
best people on earth.

Read wh

said
Mnticp

about pr
the bottk
hnv
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Davidson's Transfer Co.

te

ci,i-ze-

ni
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Parsons and Edwards
LAWYERS

'1

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company

The remark is often made by
visitors to cur town that it is a
thriving'' town.
prosperous,
Traveling men especially, speak
of the amount of business done
bere. The reasons for these
remarks are: That the grain
and stock buyers pay the highest nr;ces that the markets af- prices than
r.piirhWimr

0

til

111

Every man looks forward to bei ig comi
fixed some day, but whatever any man loo
ward to cannot be acquired over mo ht.
want to be comfortably fixed som
begin by starting a bank account, Your moi
safe in the bank, and by making deposits r
in the barik, you will feel that keen pleasure
it grow.
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US.

First National Bank
30

3E

DEE

3E

LU

m

are

uneral Dire

imbalmers

Pin,
Day Phone

2i

Night Phohe 235

1

ps

Every Bank
Strives to reach the highest point
of perfection in protection, and
this hank has attained "perfection." The electric burglar alarm
system which we have attached
to the vault of this bank, is one
of a very few in the southwest,
Our business methods are as pro
tective as the efficient alarm sys- tern.
nvite inspection.
THF
L

PROFESSIONAL
WILLIAMS

W.

H.

Attorneys--

2d

'lovis

I

a

New Mex.
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DR. S. Q. VON ALMEN

M. P.

notice

led

AND SURGEON

PHYSICIAN

Rectal Diseases a Specialty
Clovis, N. M.

Phone 44

Notice for Publication

J.

11.

.

.."!"

-

J. B. WESTERFIELD
...PHYSICIAN...

ck, John

Office 1st

M.

North of First National Bank.

Register.

Phones Office 153. Residence 269
D. Swearingin

Dr. D.
Notice for Publication
Physician & Surgeon.
U
Department ot the Interior
I make a specialty of diseases
S Land office. at" Ft sumner.N M
f the eye. ear nose and throat
Aur 7, 1912 Notice is hereby and
fitting glasses.
uiven that Aria Losev of clovis,
Bid., opposite postoffice.
McBee
m,
April
1909
on
28.
made
who
N
Res. 192.
173
phone
Office
homestead entry no 06266 for
SEl-sec 14. T 1, R 35 E, M M P
Meridian, has filed notice of inDICKMAN, 1U. I).
tention to make Final three year L. A.
proof to establish claim to the
Physician and Surgeon

land,
erior, U. 8.

ntry No.
inia llmslenpylo,

f the Interior.

npyle. of
who

ehy

tend,

F
Fort at
on
Ing.

entry

section la, lwti-M- .
P. Meridian

.'X

IT.

01

for

4

S. land office

M. Sept. 9th 1912.
given that Tressa I.. Stuff- .1. Curren. tl. S. Commissioner,
at his office at
Vinyard,
of
L.
Tressa
80th, Clovis, N. M on the 14th day of Dec. 1912.
on December
who
Claimant names as witnesses:
01366 for
the
rnestead entry
Noah Horn, Jnhathan W. Horn, of Haag. N M
8E l"l Sec 6. T.
etion 4 and E
and Sem
P. Greenfield, of Clovis.
ist N. M. P. Meridian has Mod N. M. Kent. Walter C.
C. Homy. Register
three year
lion to make
Oct 10th to Nov. 14th.
m
ih claim to the land above
J. Comm. U. S Com- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Non-coland.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
ut Fort Sumner. N. M. Sept. 24 1912,
rar ). George W.
Ndtlee is hereby given that Robert 0. Lawson
xiro. N. M.
of Clovis N. M. who on Aug. 4, iflOH. made homestead Entry No C322 for Northwest quarter
M.

land

i

ant

ni
M. St

i

For Publics
Land.

who. on Juno 2tith

LeaT.
,

11

to Nov.

nnn coal land
Department of
at Fort Sumner.
hi
is
Notice

Claii

Jam
Texicr

North. Range 36 East. N. M. P. Mer- ftlcd notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the
r
described, before William J Curren.
aisaioner in his office nt Clovi9. N. M.,
1912.
i day of Dec.
names as wltneaaoa:
Williams. Alfred C. Fent, both of
Tallxni D,
M., Thales A. Boone,
lofClovib.
......

nrh

N M,
fj C Henry Register.

George

W
Pon y

to the land above described, before C. A. Scheu-ri.- h.
U S Commissioner, in his office at Clovis.
New Mexico, on the 16th day of Dec., 1912
Claimant names as witnesses:
.iim Hold.., i. George W. Black. Wm. H. Shumate. Walter G. Owen, all of Clovis, N. M.
Register
C 0 Hennry.
Oct. 10 to Nov. 14

witness-y-

Levi C.

Lloyd
M.

Iter.

Opposite Antlers
Phone 53.
I

s

Hotel

Pit Glasses.

Dr. H. R. Gibson

er all of Clovis N M
C c Henry, Register
A28 03

OSTEOPATHY

Lyceum Bldg.
Phone 383
notice of Publication
Department of the Interior U.
S. Land Office at Fort Sumner
Notice for Publicatior
New Mexico, Sept. 1, 1912,
Nnn coal land.
Notice is hereby given that
of the Interior, U S l,and nfweeat
M Lula Harris of Claude N. M. Ft.Iicpnrtment
Sumner N. M. July 24. 1912.
who on June 3rd, 1908, made Notice is hereby given that John starkweather
1908 made
homestead entry, no 05598. for of Clovis N.entry. whoforon theJulynnrtbeaet
quarhomestead
11, T. 4 n., Range ter
(NEl-l- i
of seetlon 2. Townahip S north,
N. M. P. Meridian has Iliad
31 East
E. N. M. P. Meridian, has range
r
proof
notice of intention to make final
tic of intention to make to establish clam to the land above deaertbed.
U. S. Commissioner,
Curren.
William
before
J.
i'ee year proof, to establish in his office at Clovis. N. M.. on the 10ih day
urn to the land above describ-- , of Oct.. 1912.
names as witnesses;
before William J. Curren. U. Claimant
William R.
George A. Ivy. Philip s. Laud on.
office,
a. Commissioner, at his
Hardy. William A. Young all at Clovis. N. M.
on
N. M.
C. C. Henry. Register.
a t
the 2grd day of Nov., 1912.
Notice for Publication
t
names as witnesses:
coal lnnd
George H. Palmaster, Horace W nonDepartment
of ihe Interim Ui S. Land Office
Bell. James Watts all of Claud. at Fort Stunner. N. M. Ju y 24. 1912.A. Church No-of
hereby
given
is
thai Aeenllh
It M., Marry S. Hiner, of Farwdl tice
CtsVlS N M. who on Sept 17. IMI. made Home07(128
No.
Entry
for West
c. c. Henrv, Register stead
Texas.
Range Si
Township 8
north.
Section 7.
filed
not ire of intenMeridian,
has
M.
N.
P.
East,
0.24.
threeyaar ''roof, to establish claim
M

.

I

H4.

.

threa-yea-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Non-coland.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office of Thorn i
at Ft. Sumner, N. M. Sept. 21, 1912
who on
Notice is hereby given that Nettie Alien,
of Clovis, N. M who on July 1. lwf. made home8ec. 4. T. 3 N, R.
stead entry No. 06703, for NEI-35 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to make three year proof to establish claim t.
the land above described, before Wm. J. Curren.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Clovis, N. M..
on the 30. day of Nov.. 1912.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
noil coat land
.lames A. Matthews. Edward E. Hickmini,
Department of the Interior. U.S. land office
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Lawrence Hickman, Emmett Rice all of Clovis.
at Ft Sumner N. M. Sept. 25. 1912.
C. C. Henry, Register.
Notice is hereby given that Richard P. Pulliam N. M.
Texico,
Mexico,
New
who
of
on Oct. 10th to Nov . 14th.
Aug. 31th 190K. made homestead entry no. 0521
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
Nolice is hereby given that
I. Wynn
for west
Section 34,
Northwest
Non coal land.
of Clovis, N. M.. who on Aug. 2S, 1908
1Section 33. Townand East
Northeast
Department of the Interior United States land stead entry. No. 0506 for Nw
Se
1
ship
north range 37 East N. M. P. office at Fort Sumner.
New Mexico. Sept, ship 3 M Range 35 10.. n. M. P. 1
meridian has tiled notice of intention to make 19. 1912
filed notice of intention to make fit
year proof, lo establish
claim to the Notice is hereby 'given that Danlol E. Bush
proof to establish claim to the land a
above described, 'before W. J, curren U. of lola. Kansas, who. on February 3,1910. made
ed before William J. Curren. II. S. C
ioner, in his office at Clovis. New additional
Homestead Entry, Number 07615
his oilice at Clovis, N. M., on the 1:
the 19th day of Dec. 1912,
South-we1, 1912.
quarter.
for
Section
Claimai.l names as witness;:
tames as witneasea:
Township 1 North. Range 36 East. N. M. P. MerWilliam A. Young John August t
Hollis. Albert M. Engrain. Paul A. idian, has tiled notice of intention to make tive
ten B. coiner creed F. Coneland all i
illlamJ Phillips all of Texico, N. M. year proof.
to establish claim to the land
L C Henry. Register
lev. 14th,
above described,
before
William J. Cunen.
U. 8. Commissioner.in his office at Clovis. New
Notice ForPublicatio
Mexico, on tho 11th day cf Dec. 1912.
Non coal and.
Notice for Publication
Claimant names as Witnesses:
Department of the Interior. U s Lun
William M. Hewatt. C. A MossingiL. Jason E- son-coa- l
land.
Vu-deSumner N M. August 26. ttJS
all of Tekie . N M
Land Office Benjamin F. Snell, of Clovis. N. M.
Notico in hereby given that Andon
C. C. Henry, Register.
Oct. 10 lo Nov. 14th.
Ciuvis, N M. who on Nov. 28th li
Ledt Iter
of Clovis. N. M., who on Sept, 29, 190S, made
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Homestead Entry. No, 0434, for South-ea- st
Non'coal land.
quarter. Section 15, Township 2 north. Range
Department of the Interior. United Stales Land
34 East, and on Nov. 1. 1909, made additional
Office. Ft. Sumner. N. M Sept. 19. 1912.
Homestead entry No. 072 IH, for North 1"2 SouthNotice is hereby given
that Al Welden Commissioner in his office
east 1- and North
Southwest 14 Seetlon of Claud. N. M. who un June 15th. 1908 made 18th day of Nov... 1912
14.
Township 2. n. Range 34, E. N M. P. homestead
entry N I. 010347 for Northeast
Claimant names as wit
filed
has
notice
of uuarter. section 8. township 4 north, range 86
James C Campbell.
I Year proof, to establish
Eu-i- t
tiled
Principal
Mexico
has
Meridian
New
year
Ihnon
make
notice of intention to

as

before

described

as witnessess:
coomes, Jane F. coom-es- ,
D, Losey. James walk-

Claimant-name-

notice for Publication.
fion-coland.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. land office at Ft. Sumner N. m. Sept 8. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Robert It, Raker,
of ClovU, N M who on December 18. 19(17,
0481)8
Entry
made
Homestead
No.
tuwn-shi- p
fi,
N.
E. iiuarter
for
section
I north
range 35 east, K. M. P. M. has
liled notice of Intention
to mal.e three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to the land a ove
described, before W. J. Curren. U. S. Ojmmis.
as wiuaeeaap;
sioncr, in his otficeat Ctovis. N u. on the 4th
John H. Tatum. Andrew W. day
of Dec. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesser,;
John J. Leedy. John J. Willitt. Wdliam M.
Hoimun. Erasmus s. Wtllmon ofullClnvis. Z. M.
Oct in t.i Nov. 14th.
C C Henry Register

above

William J. Curren U s commis- Office
sioner at his office at clovis, NM
on the 23d day of Oct. 1912.

Clovis,

Clai-nan-

one-ha- lf

S-1-

9

tion to make
to the land above described, before William J.
Curren, U. 8. Coasmiua toner, in his olfiee at Clovis. N. M. on the loth day of Oct. .1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
eizra F. Measick. Enoch c. Church. Vernon Tate,
Abraham L. Cox. all of Clovis. N. M.
CC Henry. Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U.
Land Office at Ft. Sumner,
N, M., Sept. 1st 1912.
Notice is hereby given that
B
O.Singleterry of Texico N.M.
who on June 11, 1908. made
homestead entry, No. 01119. for

S.

NEl-4-

i

.

Section 16. T.

3n..

Notice for publication

R. 37

E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make five
year proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before
William J. Curren, U. S. commissioner at his office at clovis,
n. m., on the 21st day ot Nov.
1912.

claimant names as witnesses:
Bert Pratt. Crummell H. De-- j
lozier, Long hen Moorman, Min- Bt

On

Texico N.M.

all

Register.

BLlcATlON
r, U S Land Office at

ol Clevis,
ado home-1,

dny
cj

a,
Hw

Tl

se, of da
ther P. C

Auj

'of

N. R
intan-jlis-

li

claim
J Curren

ILICATION.

Is,

N

M,

on

Department of the Interior. U. 8 Land Office
at Ft. Sumner. N M. July 13 1912.
Notice is hereby giveu that Francis N Davie,
of Clovis, N M. whoon Sept 4. 1907 made homestead entry No 0445 for NEi-- 4 Sec 17. T 1 N. R
86 E f.ud on Oct 11 1909, made additional homestead entry. No (17137. NW1-- 4 Sect IV. TIN, K
XCE. N M P Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year proof to aatabliah clai-- n
to the land uhove described, before William J
Curren at his off ice at Clovia. N M. on the lit a
day of October 1912 Claimant names as witnesses:
J
ea: Theodore Nelson. Victor Nelson. Paris
Craft, John M Sanders all nf Ckivis N M
C C Henry Register

Notice for Publication.
Non coal land.
Department of tho Interior U. 8 Land office at
Fort Sumner. N. M. July 2&. 1912
Notice U) hereby given that George W.
who on Sept. 17.
Brown of Havener N. M
1909.
made Homestead Entry. No. 07019, for
section 85. Townahip
and
has
2 North. Range S4Eaat. N. M. P. Meridian,
to make three Year
filed notlca of' intention
Proof, to establish claim to the land above described before William J. Curren, U.S. Commissioner at hi. office at Clovis. N. M. on the Uth
day of Oct.. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John 1
John J, Boppenmeyer. of Clovia. N. M
James O Loo-- r
Thompson of Havener, N. M
Clovis. N M, Samuel Jackson, of Havener. N M
C C Henry Regiater.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U 8 Land Off I

rtment of the Interior.
ul

entry

3 North.
id

for
Range

01437,

Swl-34

4

East.

section
N.

M.

that Chester C. Metier,
lexico. whoon Nov. 7. 108.
trial 0981. for Swl-- 4 Sac.
84 nasi
Range
irth.
e
Ian. has filed notice of
year proof, to establish
ve described, before William
mm uw loner, in his office at
an the 10th day of Oct. 13".?.
ven

9,

r Publication.

P.

to- -

Martin
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rfleet. of Clovis, N. M,, Frank A
avener. N M. Fred Rush of Haven- -

John R. Ounlap. Walter P.
Is, N. M. Frank A waathoff
of Havener. N
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Henry. Register

r, in his of" the Land above daerribed before William J. Curren
Curren United Stale
fficea' Clovis, New Mexico, on the 16th day of v h (iMnmibsioiur at his oftk at Clovis, N. M.

Twine, Oil and Harvest cwnt'.me.
at BarryS Hardware Hill. Clovis. S. m. Jame. e. Ualbetter.

Supplies

Havener.
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c C Henry, Register

Department of the Interior, Us Land Office at
Fort sumner. N M, July 25, 1912
Noliee 1 hereby given that KelUa B. Major,
of Havener, N M, who on Sept. tt. 1907. made
Homestead Entry. No 04670 for northeaat yuar-t- r
i Ml
section 7. Township I North. Range

at hie
U. 8 Con miaaisnar,
Curren,
office at Clovia, N M, an the Uth day of Oct
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I!"VH all things, hold faet to that
which Ih good
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heart.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
Common wooden clothespins, with
the name printed on them In Ink,
make fine napkin holder for a few
days' outing.
Use heavy manilla wrapping paper
to roll out biscuits or pie crust on.
A bottle filled with Ice water makes
a good rolling pin.
When one has many pieces of cutlery to wash, put them In a deep pall
or bowl with a colander underneath.
Pour hot wator over them until clean,
then they will dry very easily.
When drawing threads In table linen, wet the strip to be drawn with water, and keep It wet while pulling the
.threads, and they will draw out much
easier.
Use a crochet hook to knit the
hread dropped in a drop stitch stocking, then when fastened there la no
ugly strain.
A most beautiful as well as a useful
ray may be made by framing any
rare lace or choice embroidery in a
wooden frame, cover the back with
felt to keep It from scratching the table, put handles on the ends and your
tray 1b ready.
When choice toilet soap wears down
to a thin piece, place It while wet on
a new cake, and when dry It will be
a part of It.
OH children's shoes with vaseline
atid they will wear better and be wa-

terproof.
Use a grater to remove
scorch from bread or cake.

a.

slight

When cooling pies, place them on a
raised surface so that the air may circulate under them. It will save the
crusts from being soggy many times.
Mend veils with hair and the rent
will not be noticed.
When leaving tubs for some time,
put Into the bottom and well up on
the sides several thicknesses of paper,
then pour in several gallons of water.
The paper will hold the moisture long
after the water has evaporated from
the tub.
French nine thinned with boiled oil
o make It of the right consistency Is a
much cheaper white paint than lead
paint Has a gloss and goes farther.
' Darn
table Ur.en on the machine.
Remove the foot, place the linen in
embroidery loops and darn back and
forth with stitching.

INHNK.SK

IT

WANING

i.i

HELPFUL HINTS.
A pinch of cream of tartar In fudgf
or boiled frosting will prevent sugar
lng and the frosting will be smooth
and creamy.
To remove the white skin from or
a iges, hold them under water

whilt-scraping- .

Cover poached eggs a moment to
give them the pretty pink look.
Water your ferns once a week with
cold coffee or tea. It will make thera
grow luxuriantly.
Add a little chopped cabbage and apple to potato salad. They Improve it.
Canned pineapple Juice cooked with
sage or tapioca and served with cream
makes a fine dessert.
Almost any kind of preserves and
whipped cream sprinkled with dried
cake crumbs that have been flavored
with rose water will provide a nice
dessert.
A delicious filling for a layer cake
Is prepared with a cup of maple sirup
and powdered sugar, to make it of the
riglit consistency to spread with a few
chopped nuts added.
When running a curtain on a rod.
an old glove finger put on to the rod
makes It run smoother.
Make the meal times helpful, amusing and Instructive.
Even the little
people can bring their contribution, If
each Is expected to take some part, by
giving something In conversation for
the general good.
When tying a package, with no one
to put a finger on the string, slip the
end you are tying twice through the
other, instead of once. The knot will
not then slip while you finish tying.
White lead will mend china so that
it will wear as long as new.
Do not salt soup until after you are
through skimming It, as the Bait will
stop the rising of the scum.
The addition of a half cup of raisins to a rhubarb pie greatly improves
It.

When cooking rice, remember It Is
to be put on In boiling water and
cooked long and well that all of the
starch grains may be well broken.
Let us remember, in the preparation
of each meal, to furnish food that will
build, renovate and refresh the body.

(s i
'VE alius noticed grate sue-Jsaa
cess
In mixed with troubles, more or less,
And It's the one who does the beat
That gits more kicks than all the rest.
James Whltcomb Riley.

SOME

UNUSUAL DISHES.

GOOD THINGS FOR WINTER.

When making bread, save out a
grated pineapple will pint of the dough and add two tablebe found to help out in many ways. spoonfuls of brown sugar to It, a
A few tablespoonfuls
added to a pint of dates; knead well and set to
tolled frosting makes a delicious fil- rise. This will make two large loaves.
A few cans of

ling for a layer cake.

German Caraway Bread Pour two
tablespoonful of anise added to cups of Bcalded milk on two table- each jar of pickled beets adds great- spoonfuls of sugar, add a tea- ly to the flavor.
spoonful of salt, two tablespoon-fulCucumber
Relish. Take
twelve
of butter, and when luke-warlarge cucumbers, four green peppers,
add an yeast cake dissolved In
four onions, all put through the meat ;i half cup of water; then add six cup- hopper Add a cup of horseradish, a fuls of rye flour and two tablespoonhalf cup of salt, a tablespoonful of fuls of caraway. Knead, using whole
mustard seed, a teaspoonful of celery wheat flour. When risen, shape Into
seed and a cup of sugar; add vinegar loaves and let rise again.
to make of the right consistency and
Dissolve a tableHam Tlmbales.
an In
jars.
spoonful of gelatine In a half cup of
Ripe Cucumber Relish. Orate thn hot water, add two cups of cold boiled
ripe cucumbers, squeeze dry and add ham, finely chopped; season with mussufficient vinegar to make a thick mix- tard, cayenne and add a half cup of
ture; add salt and chopped cayenne cream, beaten stiff. Turn into a mold
peppers. Seal for winter in bottles.
Remove and
and chill thoroughly.
Preserved
Citron. Remove
the garnish with parsley. Serve with the
peeling and cut In dice, measure following sauce:
Beat a half cup of
weight for weight of sugar. Cook the heavy cream, add three tablespoonfuls
citron until clear in boljlng water be- of mayonnalBe dressing, two tablefore adding the sugar, then add sugar, spoonfuls of grated horseradlBh. two
a lemon and a few tablespoonfuls of tablespoonfuls of vinegar and a half
preserved ginger.
When thick and tiaspoonful each of prepared mustard
clear put away In a stone jar. This and salt.
need not be sealed.
Canadian Halibut. Melt a fourth of
Governor's Sauce. Slice a peck of a cup of butter, add two and a half
green tomatoes and let them stand tablespoonfuls of flour, and when well
over night In salt. In the morning mixed, two cups of milk and two cups
drain and add a pound of brown sugar, of cold cooked fUked halibut. Season
a ounce of allspice, an ounce of cin- and add a teaspoonful of anchovy es- namon, three red peppers and six sence. serve not on squares or
onions chopped fine. Mix well and
toast. Garnish with toast points
add enough vinegar to make the sauce and parsley:
Bottle for
of the right consistency.
Potatoes fried crisp and brown,
winter.
with chopped red peppers as a flavor,
Quince Honey. Pare and grate five are not common. Add a oup of
large quinces. To one pint of boiling chopped celery to the hot potato salad.
water add five pounds of sugar. Stir
Codfish served In a cream sauce
over the fire until the sugar Is dis- with baked potatoes Is a homely dish
solved ; add the quince and cook twen- but one that Is a favorite . Uh many.
ty minutes. Turn Into glasses. When
cold It should be of the consistency
of honey.
A

s

air-tig-

out-tere- d

Patron Saint for Stenographers.
Eleven hundred Catholic stenographers of various nationalities have
presented to the holy father a signed
petition asking thai St. Qeneslus of
Aries be nomlcajd as the patron o
their professlcur St. Qeneslus was a
notary or ci?'c!lor of the city of
Aries, wbC refusing to transcribe an
edict offte Emperor Maxlmlanus
the Christians, was do
capUftted by order of the persecutor.
happened about the beginning or
'
fourth century. America.

NICARAGUA

beatitpuua luoka, shall

--

AT every bite please your appetite.

IN

Suspicious.
"This rule about wearing a wrap
over one's bathing suit to the beach
will make the bathers a lot or hypocrites," murmured one of them.
"Why aoT" asked another.
"Because It will make them cloak
their design.
Polishing Machine.
there has been Invented
a machine whlob Is said to perform
with mechanical precision the action
of a hand polisher.
In England

I

American naval officers Indicate that the Insurrection In Nicaragua Is on the wane, but thera
DISPATCHES from
bands of rebels engaged fh such bush warfare as Is shown In the accompanying photograph
taken near Recrlo.

HE SAVED 83 LIVES
Capt. W. H. Chelton Held Record schoner Stelfull at Tally point, Maryland.
as Rescuer.
1889
Captain and son and crew of
Took Many Desperate Risks, Braving
Gales and Iceflows In Chesapeake
Bay to Get Perishing Crews

Ashore.
Baltimore, Md. Capt. William H.
Chelton, a Chesapeake bay commander, died at his home In LawBonia, a
suburb of this city, the other day,
years. Captain Chelaged sixty-nin- e
ton had been a sailor from his youth
and commanded a vessel when he was
fifteen years old.
Captain Chelton had a record
In America for saving human
Uvea, the score to his credit being 83,
and his work In this direction beginning in August, 1859, when, as a boy
of fifteen years, he leaped into the ba-- .
Bin In Baltimore, at (he foot of Calvert street and saved a girl who had
fallen overboard. An effort was made
to raise a purse for the lad, but he refused to accept anything and he never
for his subsequent rescues earned a
cent.
To his dying day, however, he was
medal
proud of a United States
awarded by congress In 1902, following the publication in the Sun of an account of his Hfework of humane endeavor.
Captain Chelton, though a great
has also taken a life. Thla
was when he was a deputy sheriff of
Somerset county. On May 28, 1907,
he attempted to arrest Frederick
Long, who was wanted for larceny. He
ordered Long to surrender, but the
man fired twice at him and then Chelton used his pistol. The man shot
twice again and ran through a field,
where he waB found dying with a bullet In bis lungs. On that occasion,
too, he drove several miles with the
wounded man to get medical aid.
Captain Chelton was born In Northumberland county, Virginia. In 1844,
but lived In Maryland during nearly
all of his life.
He was of medium height, but had
the breadth of shoulders and depth of
chest which betoken great strength
and a pair of sturdy legs which stood
him In good stead In many feats of
swimming by which he saved men on
the deep. Ho also made several rescues on land and saved three women
from being killed by trains.
He Is said to have bad ample cause
for believing republics ungrateful, for
he Joined the Union army at the outbreak of the Civil war, expecting a
bounty of $300 besides his pay for a
long service. When his term of enlistment was over and he settled up
with Uncle Sam he received a check
for $6 which, he was told, was all that
was coming to him. He never cashed
the check, but kept It as n souvenir.
During a greater part of his time In
the army he was piloting federal gunboats In Maryland and Virginia wa
ters on blockade duty. In this service
he piloted three gunboats In an attack
on Cherrystone, the fight lasting from
early afternoon until the next morning.
Rescues by Capt. W. H. Chelton:
1859 August Rescued girl at head
of bssln.
1863 Fourteen United States soldiers.
1863 Two men at Pungoteague.
swimming 100 yards to reach them.
1871
Man clinging to North point
buoy.
1871
John W. Crlsfleld at Crisfleld,
life-save- r,

Md.
1878
1874

fleld.
1878

Girl at Crlsfleld.
Girl, fifteen years old,
Nine men from a

Sharps Island.
1878

schooner
river.

Nine members
Northampton

of
In

Crls-

boat off
crew of
Magothy

1 887
Captain and crew of five from
sloop Samuel Bruater at Hog Island in
the Potomac
1888 Captain and craw of three of

four of pungy Fleetwing in Tangier
sound.
1889
Picked up two men adrift In
boat on coast of North Carolina.
1890 Man, two girls and a boy at
Tangier island.
1895
February IS Captain and
crew of five from schooner E. C.
Thomas at Point Lookout.
1895
February 15 Thirteen men
from schooners R. H. Dougherty and
Lightning, landing them in the Patux-ent- .
Rescues on land:
Woman at Salisbury pulled from In
front of an engine.
Tawes and Nettle
Misses Mary
Crockett, knocked Into a ditch at
Salisbury, Md , from In front of a
train.
IMMIGRANT IS 7 FT.

2 INCHES

Ship Has to Provide a Special Berth
for Giant Pole, Twenty-Tw- o
Years Old.

BOY PROVES

o

BAKING POWDER
And it does better
work. Simply follow
yourcu9tomary method
add a
of preparation
little less of Calumet
than when using ordinary baking powder.
Then watch the result.
Light, fluffy, and eventhe baking
ly raised
comes from the oven
more tempting, tastier,
more wholesome.

tomobile.
Columbua, Ohio. Ye wild-eyevlt
tlms of Insomnia, who woo the soothing goddess sleep by all the meana
which fertile minds suggest, read this
event
unadorned tale of an every-daand wonder.
The strange phenomenon of an automobile running at a rapid rate, hit
ting the rear end of a vegetable wagon, lifting a sleeping boy out of the
rear of the wagon, tossing him Into
the machine, which sped on for a distance, all without' awakening the boy,
occurred here.
The boy was Stanley Cramer, living
fourteen miles northeast of the city.
The automobile belonged to Walter
J. Jeffrey, a local manufacturer.
It
was not known at first that the boy
had been transferred to the automobile unharmed, and pedestrians rushed
to the demolished wagon, expecting
to find the boy dead and a search
was commenced of nearby alleys and
streets. In about an hour the boy
returned and told of how he had
awakened to find himself In a rap-Idl- y
moving automobile.
d

y

Pa. Ignatius Zlemax-us- ,
arrived here with 614 other TRUANT

Immigrants on the Prlnz Adalbert of
the Hamburg-America- n
line, from
Hamburg, came to the United States
to grow up with the country.
His ambition would seem to be
doomed to disappointment, for Ignayears old, has
tius, who la twenty-twthriven so well In his native land
that he stands seven feet two Inches
above the earth.
Ziemazua comes from Poland, and
is a farmer. He had to occupy a special berth because of his size, and at
table no one could sit opposite him because of the length of his legs.
To the immigration Inspectors he
said he would go west to purchase a
farm, and if he met a suitable young
woman he would make her his wife.
Zlemazua was well supplied
with
money.
Bad weather is chronicled' for nearly every day of the voyage in the log
of the Adalbert, which arrived one day
late. Its 138 cabin passengers, mostly touriHts returning home after a sojourn In Europe, remained
below
decks during a greater part of the
passage.
The dark hold of the big liner was
a veritable child's toyland, there being
nearly three hundred big cases filled
with playthings.

and Cost
CALUMET

He Does Not Awaken When Thrown
From Wagon Into an Au-

Philadelphia,
who

GOOD SLEEPER

Economical
Both in Use

Pair

GOLDFISH

IN

Calumet insures the baking of an
expert. Ask your grocer
to-da-y.

RECEIVED
HIGHEST AWARDS

World's
Pure Food
Exposition.
II
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RIVER

10 Years Old and 17 Inches Long
Escape From Garden During
a Flood.

Yea Jon' I saoe money tchtn yea bag
cheap or big-ca- n
baking powder. Don' I
Bay Calomel. It' mam
lm ml Jed.
gtoee
economical
more wholesome
test remit: Calumet I far superior t
sour milk and soda.

London. For five months now two
monster Twickenham goldfish have
had a lease of freedom In the Thamea.
They are the property of Qeorge
Beale and his brother of Stoneydeep
house, who, since their disappearance,
2 reward for the rehave offered
turn of either of them.
"About a fortnight ago," Mrs. Beale
said today, "a boy caught one of the
pair. He grasped It and was startled
beyond measure when he saw what a
monster it was. Just then a policeman appeared and the boy, thinking
he had done wrong, returned it to the
water.
The goldfish swam away from home
when the river overflowed into Mr.
Beale's garden, where they had lived
for many yearB.
Look for the Pink Tint.
Washington, D. C "Girls with
teeth have a loving disposition
and will makft good wives," declared
Dr. Jacob 8. Wells, a prominent dentist of Fargo, N. D.. at the National
Dentists' convention here.
pink-tinte-

THE HOME8EEKINQ FARMER
looking for wonderfully

productive

TEXAS FARMS
in healthy climate, perfect title from
first hands, can have details for the
asking. Large body for selection.
Any good farmer can make thla
land pay itself out on our low
Address
prices and easy terms.
SPUR

d

SPUR FARM LANDS
DICKENS COUNTY

TEXAS

Live Stock and Miscellaneous

Electrotypes

SEES GROWTH OF LUNACY

In great variety for aale
at the lowest prices by

real increase of lunacy, was very
WESTERN NEWSPAPER UNION
much beside the question, taken as a
MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY,
whole. Fifty years ago there was one
lunatic in 575 of the population, but
London. There will be more luna- now one In 236. At that rate of progtics in the world than tane people ress, he said. In three hundred years' KERFOOT-MILLE- R
& CO.
three hundred years hence, was the time there would be more lunatics In
(Inoorporetad)
prophecy Dr. Korbee Winslow made. the world than sane people.
Manufacturers of
This prophecy is based upon the present rate of the growth of lunacy as SNAKES IN MRS. M'ATEE'S BED
OVERALLS AND WORK CLOTHIHfl
revealed by recent returns.
Wholesale Dry Goods
strong Thll Time a Blacksnake; 20 Yeara
Doctor Winslow expressed
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA OITV
with the statement
disagreement
Ago It Was a RattleBand u roar mat order
made at the Eugenics congress by
snake.
Doctor Mott to the effect that increase
Meyersdale, Pa. Going into her
In lunacy was more apparent than
real, and told a presa representative "spare room" Mrs. Carrie McAtee
brings formula complete for
that lu making such a statement Doc- found the bed occupied by a big black-snak- Fifty cents using.
A tablespoonful makes
which sprang past her and dis- making and
tor Mott apparently Referred to Lona cup of strong, fragrant coQee at less than
don only. Dr. Forbes Winslow said appeared. A few hours later ahe tiphalf the usual cost. Guaranteed pure and
that from his knowledge of the prog- toed her way to the spare room and wholesome Address H. T. CALDWELL,
ress of lunacy In all parts of the there the anake again was curled up
Exchange BI(lg.,Box591,Indinapoll,lnd.
world he had come to the conclusion on the bed Tlili time Mrs. McAtee
that "we are rapidly approaching a chopped off the blacksnake's head
THE BEST STOCK
"In every with a hoe.
mad world." He added:
About 20 years ago a big rattle-anakpart of the world clrillzaMon la adat reason-abl- e
umvuuw
got into bed with Mrs. McAtee
vancing, and so insanity Is also bound
prices, write for tree
Mrs. McAtee
to advauce. There weie 36,762 regis- and her grandmother.
Illustrated catalogue.
W
tered lunatics in 1859, but 135,000 at discovered the reptile's presence when
CO.
AH HF1S
clammy
touched
lta
the
showed
Kouaiaa. Tea,
MS tt Vto St
her bare feet
the present day. That
body.
When she turned back the
alarming Increase."
If Doctor Mott's theory Is accepted, bed covers she was horrified to see
we shall wake up when It Is too late a glistening snake with 13 rattlea.
Syraa, TaMat Ueaa. UM
Bl Conga
to prevent a further Increase. What She aud her grandmother succeeded
la lima Sola br DranruU.
happened to the pauper class In Lon- In leaving the bed without being bit-teand the snake was killed.
don, aa an alleged proof against the
Dr. Forbes Winslow Declares There
Will Be More Insane Than Sane
in 300 Years.

BRONCHO BRAND

COFFEELINE
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PETE SHA1

RUBE SMITH, OF DENVER

A

AT

CLOVIS, NEW MEX.
Thursday, October 31st
Pete Shaughnessy

Rube Smith

vs.

Of Ft. Worth

Of Denver

TEN ROUNDS FOR A DECISION
These boys will meet at 1 55 pounds. SHAUGHNESSY is middle
weight champion of the southwest, and has successfully defended
this title against all comers for over a year. Smith does not claim
to be a champion but says he can beat anyone who thinks they are
a champion. He has met some of the best men in his class.

3
WILBUR ROBERTS, ofClovis

J

These boys will go 8 rounds.

135

They are both clever and sturdy young boys. They have both fough,t here before, against other
men, and they performed very creditably. This will be a good go.

These lads will go 6 rounds.

YOUNG KILBANE, 125
willing mixers.

I

have a reputation

They are fast and clever, and will make a swell scrap

RINGSIDE SKATS
RESERVED SKATS
GENERAL ADMISSIO

loth Shaughnessy and Smith have fought

for

cial'y invite the ladies to attend, and give

$2.60
SI. 50
$1.00

Rube Smith, I want to say

DOORS OPEN 7:30

I

nrn

"BIFF" BAKER 125
manage!

I

M MBiaL aSm
v v v v v

YOUNG TOWNES, of PortaleS
135

Kirst Preliminary Starts at N:45
Tickets on sale at the Southwestern Drug Store
y Invited.
Ladii
Everybody Corns,

ac

-

Rasa

Smith one of the

bst m
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COURT OK

IN THK DISTRICT
MM

BERT CURLESS

Plaintiff.
It

Mil

Ot

iia--

1
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House Painting

method for t

,

ance or oinei
of Pec0RRev- W- R- Evan
rieties, whicl
Texas arrived Monday and will
be successful
wet
at once assume the duties of pas-g- t
church.
Methodist
tor of the
the pogresa of vartetj
itinjr
Rev. Moore corned highly
and
work.
commended.
As regard to ind cator value
The Blondin Co.. a well known
of
natural vegetation, the results
theatrical troupe played under
preliminary studies in the
of
tent Friday night. The play was
of Great Basin rea good one and where the Blondin
support
gion
the conclusion preCo.. goes no one need be afraid
viously
in the Great
reached
of 'being stung," for they are
Plains
area
that
the native
sure to get their money's worth.
growth is the safest guide to folM. W. Johnson was appointed low in selecting new land for
Justice of the Peace for precinct agricultural purposes. Certain
No. 6- that part of the city south types of vegitation are found to
0f Grand avenue. Mr. Johnson characterize land that is suita
needs no recommendation. This ble for
Other types
has filled a long felt want.
are a pretty certain indication
For Sale. Lot No. 3 of block that the water relations of the
No. 6 of the original town of soil are unfavorableor that there
Clovis, two blocks east of main is a dangerous quantity of alkili
street and four, blocks of the salts, even though' the appearpost office. Price $375 00. See ance of the surface soil may not
tf. indicate the presence of alkili.
Mrs. Ida Nooner.

l.I'S AND

-

MINUS CLUB.

Wate Keeney was the
nial hostess of the Plus and
Minus Club. A goodly number
present and i ll report a
delightful time, and Mrs. Ken-nea most enviable hostess.
d,

CLUB.

The Precilla Club met Monday
with Mrs. Bunda'1. The after
noon was pleasan'.ly spent in the
regular work of the club. Several new menioers were added
to the already congenial crowd.
Among those to join were
Coora, Morris. Neal,
Miller and McBee. Dainty refreshments wer1 serv d.

THE
The Ladies of the W. C. T. U
gave a most delightful entertainment at the Methodist church
Tuesday evening. A splendid
program was prepared exhibiting our test talent in singing,
reading and playing as well as
entertaining
generally
the
guests.
THE
WOMEN'S CLUB
The Women's Club met Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Lydia
Simpkinson at her pretty home.
S23 North Main St. Roll call
by quotations
was answered
Riley.
Whitcomb
from James
Story of Riley's life, by Miss
Anna Curri a.
Reading and Enchore, by Mrs.

Walter Mudge who is employed as machinist at the shops, returned Monday from Cleburne,
Texas with his bride, formerly
MiM Cassie Reed. Mr. and Mrs.
Mudge are at home to their
friends in the Duffy residence
on Grand Avenue, west Clovis.
TREES of quality, backed
by a quarter century's suc- -

G

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone 38,

Day Phone 14.

semi-annuall-

tilr'ft.

Art.-u-

name of muuxiatnl sitHtor. J. E. Currtn, posU
ofllcv fuhlrenft Clovia. N. M; Stock holder owners.
Mrs. H. F, Curren, Clovu!, N. M. W. J, Currrn,
Clovbi, N. M. A. E. Ourren. Clovis, N at.
A. V: eUHREN, Krlltoi.
sworp to anil MlbSOtibd before mn Ihl.i 17th
day of Oct. 1912.
KI.I.A CURRENi
My Com. Ext.. Aprii 24th- - lsifi.
Notary Public.

Card of Tbanks.

Instrumental music, by Mrs.
Nutter.
After the program Mrs. F. J.

Evans was voted in as a new
member.
A delicious luncheon consisting
of chicken salad, buscuits, coffee.
iellv. .Jam and pickles
The club will meet
served.
were
Mrs. Hocken-hullwith
next time
Al! members are urged
to be present on account of election of officers.
MRS. W. L. MANSFIELD.
ENTERTAINS AT BRIDGE.
Mrs. W. L. Mansfield very
cleverly entertained a number of
ladies at her pretty home, 501 N.
Georgia St. Thursday afternoon.
Bridge was played throughtout
.

Mrs. H. D. Ter-

rell won the prize for the greatest ii umber of honors, a pair of
Mrs. Lydie Simpkin-jbreceived a silver spoon for
getting high score. A delicious
twoi uurse luncheon was served
consisting of chicken salad,
eheeM hulls, tongue sandwiches,
pickles, olives and coffee, cream
and angle food cake, and the
guests were Mesdames, Pixlev.
Biddenhorn, Pntchard. Davis,
Van Alman, Clary. Simpkinson.
n

.

. a

a

v"
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mention. Remember that
we are open only on Grand
Ave. side, close to Main,
He will Quit.
Clovis Furniture Co.
merchant in a neighboring tf.
Lora Penderora?s

A

town wrote his home
follows:

tin-labo- r

Plnt-Bwedin- g

The most reliable and resilient

I

Corset Boning
in

f

the world, guaranteed not to
break or rust in one year
of Corset wear.

Dear Ladies.
Each month six million corset
wearers will read advertisements
describing
THE SPIRELLA
CORSET and the SPIRELLA-SpeciService Plan in Delineator, Uesigner, The New Idea
Magazine, Indies Home Journal,
and Vogue.
As the Spirella Residence
in this field, my services,
Cor-setie-

al

jjj
J

re

experince, and training are at the disp

orset

w

SPIRELLA SERVICE PLAN
meets with the approval of elite dresses everywhere.

To add

the Two Million Satisfied Patrons of this corset is my desire.

to

On receipt of, letter, post card of phone inquiry, I shall b"
pleased to make an appointment to suit your convenience to show
samples and tell you all about our Corset and Special Service Plan.
Address or phone Mrs. Elizabeth Clark Grisamore 202 North
Main Street. Phone 210.

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP

MISS ELLA CURREN

iry Public
News Office

C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor

Stenographer
Phone 125

Wm.

J. Gurren

n

,

THE INDESBONED WITH
TRUCTIBLE SPIRELLA STAY

ARE

First Class Work.
112

2

Hot and Cold Math

South Main St.

papers as

"Am sorry Mr. Editor I can- not give you any advertisement;
I am troubled with heart disease
and my physician says I must
quit advertising so I can have
absolute quiet and rest."
If this merchant had resided
in t lovis and had to compete
with such advertisers as Kimber-li& Lurkart, M. Mandell, Kendalls, Massey. Meacham and
others, he could have saved
in writing the editor.
They would have put him out of
business before he was really
started.

Alka

Corsets

Spirella

I,

i

,

rough,Retistant
Inves- -

ligations.
Hardy.
Siniileton, Kimberlin.
Coot s, Morris, 'lerrell, Burns
1911
during
Investigations
and Trimble. The house was have been in a large measure dibeautifully decorated in cosmos.
rected toward ascertaining why
some varities of crop plants enAT THE
dure drought better than others,
I.YCEUM.
since it is evident that the best
That old reliable and best of results in variety testing and
all play houses in Eastern New breeding for drought risistance
Mexico is always on hand with can only be attained when this
problem is solved. It is practhe best of music, first class
moving pictuees and is tically certain that "root putt"
and gone
is not an important factor, for
not here
Thursday Octoler 24th extensive experiments have led
the Stumbling Block will be to the conclusion that there is
played in this building by Oscar very little difference in the abiliGraham Company. This Com- ty of the roots of the plant from
pany has been in Clovis before arid regions, as compared with
and those who were not fortu- those from humid regions, to exnate enough to hear them before tract water from a nearly dry
soil. Economical use of the
moisture available, as evidenced
by the production of a maximum
Liceuin.
te

a

take pleasure in thanking
the many friends who so kindly
assisted me in the piano contest
just closed at the Ed T. Massey
store. This Piano is a grand
prize which I treasure most high;
ly. I wish to assure every one
that I appreciate tneir assist-- .
.... ...
ta"
ance. and shall cnutatui
sp
......
l
rn
,
'.I i'
.!.. nl bom ;m
naoes' "oraiy iaoie, anu
regret what they have done for too many other things to
Respectfully,
me.
I

New Mexico.
You are further notified that
unless you so appear in said

cause on or before tbe expiration
of the period aforesaid, that the
plaintiff will apply to the court
for the i elief demanded in the
complaint, and judgment will be
rendered against you in said
Don't forget that we are ' cause by deiault as demanded in
pe
complaint
for
selling everything in our said
herein, and
hied
tition
line at less than wholesale the above described property and
cost, either for cash or cred- - improvement? thereon being and
situated will be sold to satisfy
it. Don'l miss this only one said judgment, interest, attort;me opportunity of your ney's fees and costs of suit.
.
Witness my hand and seal as
,ife We haye a dand ,
Clerk of said court, and the seal
ur Moves ana ranges, aiso of said court at Clovis, Curry
New Mexico, this 3rd
heaters and lots of wall pa- county.
day of October, A. D. 1912.
per, linoleum, iron beds, car- - seal A. L. Awalt, Clerk,
.J
Oct. 10 Oct. 31.
auuJ mm B'. , w inauw
. ,
i:i
1

.

R

M.

ressful business.
n request.
Hereford Nursery Co.
Hereford, Tex.

S. C.

to-da-

Ml

And you are

wei-U-

Publi-hin-

Catalogue

ii.

Silk hose.

CLOVIS

dry-.farmin- g.

W. C. T. U.

Mill-ren-

inishir

A. D. 1912.

hereby notified
that the general objects of aaid
action is suit on note and to foreclose a certain mortgage deed
given to secure said note for the
sum of One Thousand ($1000.00)
dolLrs, with interest thereon
from the 24th, day of December.
1910, at the rate of eight (8) per
cent per annum, interest payable
togetner wun me
sum of Fifty ($50 00) dollars attorney's fee as provided in said
mortgage, and costs of suit;
said mortgage having been given
to secure payment of said note,
on the following described property, to wit: Lot Number six (6)
in block Number sixty (60), in
the town now City of Clovis,
New Mexico, as shown by the
original plat of said town now or.
in the office of the County
Statement of Ownership file
of Curry county. New
Clerk
Management CirculaMexico. And you are further
tion Etc.
notified that the name of the atis R. E.
by Wwh torney for the plaintiff
The Clovis tirwa, published
Cr
(Ijm.) at riovK nw
Rowells, and that his business
by ai t of Auir. 24. 1M2, Nump of alitor.
address and post office is Clovis,
K. Currcn. poat office
Clovitt. N.

-

Melanies

the aftern xin.

re

plant-breedin- g

PRECILLA

Reading, by Mrs. Griffin.
Quartette, by Mesdames
Lank. Milliren Griffin.

-

re-we-

y

Smipk

-

-

Vou are hereby commanded to
appear before the District Court
for the county of Curry, (that
being the court in which the petitioner herein is filed and said
cause is pending), in the Fifth
Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico, and answer the
complaint of Scott F. Hershey,
on or before the 2nd dayof Dec.

United States
COMMISSIONER

Railroad Time Table
No.

.Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo
10:50 a. m.
and points east
Melrose,
Fort
Dep.
for
113..
,
Mountain-airVaugn,
Sumner,
Belen, Albuquerque
11:15 a.m.
and points west
114.. Ar. from Pecos, Carlsbad, Roswell and Portales

113.

.Dep. for Amarillo, Wichita, Kansas citv, Chicago
11:45 a. m.
and points east
117.. Ar. from Chicane, Kansas city, Wichita. Amarillo and points east 11:55 p. in
117.. Dep. for Portales,
Carlsbad and Pecos

114.

Two years experience in
office of U. S. Commissioner and two years experience as U. S.

Ros-wel- l,

11:30 a. m.

from Albuquerque,
Mountainair, Ft. Sumner,
Melrose and points west

Money Talks
When prosperity is the sul
ject, the increased deposit
in this Bank nrave tha

118.. Ar.

There is a Great
Deal i n knowing
JUST HOW to do it

118.

not,

it

vou

are

ita, Kansa
and
point.-cut-of-

TOO CARELESS ABOUT

y

Office: Clovis N ews
Building

APPENDICITIS HERE
Many local people have constipation, sour stomach or gan on the stomach, which way turn into appendicitis
at a minute notice. They should
at once take simple buckthorn bark
and glycerine as mixed in Adler-i-ka- ,
the new German appendicitis remedy.
A SINGLE DOSE helps almost
and stops further danger
because It seems to draw off all
the old impurities I root the system.

American Bank
& Trust Company
CAPITAL

$30 000.(10

